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8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 
 

Thursday 8 December 2016 
 
The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in the Adam Smith Room (CR5). 
 
1. Consideration of a continued petition: The Committee will consider the 

following continued petition— 
 

PE1615 by Logan Steele, on behalf of the Scottish Raptor Study Group, 
on state regulated licensing system for gamebird hunting in Scotland; and 
will take evidence from— 
 
Tim Baynes, Director, Scottish Moorland Group; 
 
Dr Colin Shedden, Director Scotland, British Association for Shooting and 
Conservation. 
 

2. Consideration of new petitions: The Committee will consider the following 
new petitions— 

 
PE1622 by Stephen Duff on make failure to recycle a criminal offence; 
PE1624 by Akri Jones on definition of adultery. 
 

3. Consideration of continued petitions: The Committee will consider the 
following continued petitions— 

 
PE1223 by Ron Beaty on school bus safety; 
PE1408 by Andrea MacArthur on updating of pernicious anaemia-vitamin 
B12 deficiency understanding and treatment; 
PE1463 by Lorraine Cleaver on effective thyroid and adrenal testing, 
diagnosis and treatment; 
PE1581 by Duncan Wright, on behalf of Save Scotland's School Libraries, 
on save Scotland's school libraries; 
PE1600 by John Chapman on speed awareness courses; 
PE1604 by Catherine Matheson on inquests for all deaths by suicide in 
Scotland. 
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http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01600
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/inquestsfordeathsbysuicide
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5)  

Thursday 8 December 2016 

PE1615: State regulated licensing system for gamebird hunting in Scotland 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Logan Steele on behalf of Scottish Raptor Study Group 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
implement urgent action to introduce a state regulated system of 
licensing of gamebird hunting, that addresses the potentially adverse 
environmental impact of gamebird hunting, provides for the revocation 
or amendment of licences where a licence-holder fails to comply with 
their terms and conditions, and to implement the recommendations of 
the Review of Wildlife Crime Penalties in Scotland. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01615  

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 10 November 
2016. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to invite the British Association of 
Shooting and Conservation (BASC) and the Scottish Moorland Group (SMG) to 
give evidence at a future meeting, in the interests of balance and impartiality. 
Witnesses from those organisations have accepted an invitation to provide 
evidence to the Committee. The Committee also has a joint written submission 
from the witnesses, a copy of which has been provided for members. 

Wildlife Crime Annual Report 

2. The Committee’s previous discussions have included reference to the Wildlife 
Crime Annual Report. The 2015 report has now been published by the Scottish 
Government.  

3. In the foreword, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and 
Land Reform states— 

“Our most high profile wildlife crime is of course raptor persecution. Offences 
against wild birds were the second highest volume offence, decreasing from 
last year by 4 offences or 8% and showing an overall decrease of 10 offences 
(17%) over the 5 year period. I welcome these reductions in offences, 
however I do so with caution, knowing that I have instructed a review into 
missing satellite tagged birds of prey which will report next year.” 
 

4. The report shows that the COPFS received 21 cases relating to birds. Nine of 
these related to birds of prey, and two of those being prosecutions for vicarious 
liability offences. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01615
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10623
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10623
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1615_D_ScottishMoorlandGroup.pdf
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5. Comments and statistics on raptor persecution are presented in pages 35 to 38 
of the Report. Figure 7 (Police Scotland Disaggregated Offence Data for Raptor 
Persecution) shows an increase in the number of recorded crimes, from 25 in 
2013-14 to 31 in 2014-15.  Table 18b shows that the incidences of shooting 
crimes recorded in 2014-15 was eight, no change from the previous reporting 
period. 

Review of gamebird licensing and legislation in other European countries 

6. In oral evidence to the Committee on 27 October, the petitioner suggested that 
the current review being carried out by Scottish Natural Heritage would be a 
review without recommendations. The Cabinet Secretary answered written 
questions1 on this issue on 8 November 2016, and it is also addressed in the 
Wildlife Crime Annual Report— 

“The review has concentrated on shooting regimes which have similarities to 
practices in Scotland, and will provide a reference to other legislative and 
practical mechanisms which are in place elsewhere. The review will not 
provide recommendations but instead will provide a greater level of 
information to inform future policy decision making.”  

Action 

7. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 
include— 

 to refer the petition to the ECCLR Committee for consideration as part of its 
scrutiny of the Wildlife Crime Annual Report; 
 

 to write to the ECCLR Committee to highlight the petition and the issues 
raised for possible inclusion in its scrutiny of the Wildlife Crime Annual 
Report and to defer further consideration of the petition until that scrutiny is 
completed; 

 

 to take any other action it considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 

                                                           
1
 S5W-04341; S5W-04342; S5W-04343. 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04341
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04342
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04343


PE1615: STATE REGULATED LICENSING SYSTEM FOR GAMEBIRD HUNTING 

IN SCOTLAND 

Petitioner Logan Steele on behalf of Scottish Raptor Study Group 
 

Date 
Lodged 
 

22 August 2016 

Petition 
Summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to implement urgent action to introduce a state regulated system of 
licensing of gamebird hunting, that addresses the potentially 
adverse environmental impact of gamebird hunting, provides for the 
revocation or amendment of licences where a licence-holder fails to 
comply with their terms and conditions, and to implement the 
recommendations of the Review of Wildlife Crime Penalties in 
Scotland. 
 

Previous 
Action 

Since the advent of the Scottish Parliament in 1999, the SRSG has 
met with various Environment Ministers, as well as less frequently 
with the Chair of SNH, to highlight the impacts of wildlife crime on 
protected raptor populations in Scotland. Many individual SRSG 
members have also met with their local MSPs to highlight this 
problem. During these discussions, the SRSG, and its members, 
have repeatedly pressed the case for the effective licensing of 
"driven" grouse shooting in particular. Whilst we have received a 
"sympathetic hearing" in these meetings, and indeed some 
significant improvements to the legislation protecting birds of prey 
has followed (notably in the Wildlife and Natural Environment 
(Scotland) Act 2011), the impacts on some raptor populations from 
illegal killing remains a significant issue. During this period, the 
Scottish Government has also commissioned various reviews 
related to wildlife crime (including the latest one from SNH to look at 
gamebird hunting licensing systems in other parts of Europe). 
However this SNH review, as a good example, will apparently make 
no recommendations for further action, and therefore will likely 
result in no meaningful progress towards eliminating the illegal 
killing of birds of prey in Scotland. 
 

Background 
Information 

Self-regulation by the game bird shooting sector in Scotland has 
patently failed. There is no evidence of any decline in the criminal 
targeting of protected raptors on “driven” grouse moors and large 
scale commercial pheasant shoots in particular, whilst there is 
increasing evidence emerging of the detrimental environmental 
impacts arising from some of the management practices occurring 
in such areas (SNH SAC, 2015). We maintain that a step change in 
the state licensing or regulation of gamebird hunting in Scotland is 
now required to deliver the public interest in the way land for 
gamebird hunting is managed and to protect vulnerable species, 
including the Golden Eagle, Hen Harrier, Peregrine, Goshawk and 
Red Kite. Such regulation applies in other areas of natural resource 



management in Scotland; for example, in relation to the 
management of wild salmonid and deer populations (Aquaculture 
and Fisheries (Scotland) Act 2013 and Deer (Scotland) Act 1996). 

The issue of wildlife crime involving our native and iconic birds of 
prey  has attracted widespread public attention and condemnation 
from successive Scottish Government Ministers concerned about 
our international conservation commitments; the impacts on rural 
diversification and tourism; as well the country’s international 
reputation as a place that should be respecting its important natural 
heritage. Scotland’s soon-to-be first First Minister, Donald Dewar 
MSP rightly called the killing of birds of prey “a national disgrace” in 
1998. Successive Environment Ministers in Scotland have 
condemned the illegal killing of birds of prey and called for firm 
action to tackle this persistent problem. Stronger measures are now 
clearly required to stop these crimes from happening. 

The long-established Partnership Against Wildlife Crime has worked 
hard over many years to raise awareness of wildlife crime amongst 
the public and land management sector; however, despite this good 
work, serious crimes still occur with some frequency and across a 
wide geographical area (RSPB Scotland, 2015).  In the Her 
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary Natural Justice Report 
(2008), a series of recommendations were made for improvements 
to the enforcement of wildlife legislation and the prosecution of 
offenders. Some improvements to the system have been delivered 
following the publication of this report, however much remains to be 
done. 

Good wildlife laws are now in place in Scotland to protect birds of 
prey (Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as amended), however 
there are parts of this country where these laws are still routinely 
flouted and it has become an entrenched part of the “business 
model” of certain sporting estates to kill birds of prey. A number of 
these same estates are now intensifying their land management 
practices, notably to promote “driven” grouse shooting with higher 
grouse bags for sporting clients (SNH SAC Review of Sustainable 
Moorland Management, 2015. The Intensification of Grouse Moor 
Management in Scotland. Wightman A., Tingay, R. League Against 
Cruel Sports, 2015). 

Whilst wildlife crime has been identified by successive Environment 
Ministers as a high priority issue, enforcement of wildlife protection 
laws has historically been inadequately resourced by the police and 
is compounded by the fact that many of these crimes take place in 
remote areas where they are easily concealed by the perpetrators. 
It is therefore hard to gather sufficient evidence to bring cases to 
court, and when prosecutions are successful, imposed penalties 
(mainly fines) have largely failed to act as a sufficient deterrent to 
others. A recent Scottish Government review of wildlife crime 



penalties (Poustie, 2015) has recommended increased tariffs for a 
number of offences and we hope that this advice will be 
implemented as soon as possible. 

The SNH SAC took evidence from various stakeholders in 
connection with its Review of Sustainable Moorland Management in 
2015. This review has partly been a response to public concerns 
raised about a number of intensive moorland management practices 
that are now custom and practice, particularly on land managed for 
“driven” grouse shooting. These concerns are also documented in 
the scientific literature (e.g. The Environmental Impacts of high 
output driven shooting of red grouse Lagopus lagopus scoticus. 
Thompson et al., Ibis, 2016).  Highlighted negative practices 
include: illegal predator control; burning on deep peatland areas 
(Douglas, 2015); the culling of mountain hares to prevent grouse 
diseases; the widespread use of lead ammunition,(an environmental 
pollutant), and the medication of ‘wild’ red grouse. There have also 
been similar, however less well documented concerns, about the 
impacts of large scale non-native pheasant and red-legged 
partridge releases (estimated at 50 million birds per annum in the 
UK), with unknown consequences for the wider environment. These 
impacts may include damage to sensitive habitats and species, as 
well providing a large food source, thereby increasing predator 
numbers and survival to un-natural levels. These additional 
predation impacts could adversely affect the populations of native 
species. 

SNH are currently conducting a review of gamebird licensing 
systems in Europe following a commitment by the Scottish 
Government in the annual wildlife crime debate in the Scottish 
Parliament. Previous work on this subject (Mustin et al., 2012) has 
shown that Scotland and the rest of the UK have some of the most 
intensive gamebird management systems which are very lightly 
regulated when compared to other EU and North American 
countries. In other similar European Union countries, such as 
Germany and Spain, there are powers for the relevant authorities to 
remove hunting licences and firearm certificates, amongst other 
punitive sanctions, where wildlife crimes are committed. Habitat 
Management Plans and game bag returns are also required in order 
to inform conservation action for the populations of huntable 
species. 

This petition builds on the present review by Scottish Natural 
Heritage (SNH) of gamebird hunting licensing systems in other parts 
of the EU (expected to report in mid-Summer 2016) and the SNH 
Review of Sustainable Moorland Management (October 2015). 
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 

Thursday 8 December 2016 

PE1622: Make failure to recycle a criminal offence 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Stephen Duff 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
introduce tough new laws that hold individuals and households 
criminally responsible for a failure to recycle products they have 
consumed. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/recycling   

Purpose 

1. This is a new petition that collected ten signatures in support. Members have a 
summary of the petition and the Committee is invited to consider what action it 
wishes to take. 

Background (taken from the SPICe briefing) 

2. In the background information the petitioner states that ‘it should be an offence 
to knowingly damage our precious environment by deliberately wasting 
valuable resources. Those who misuse “waste” bins must be made accountable 
for their actions’. 

3. The petitioner states that it is ‘encouraging’ to see a fall in the amount of waste 
sent to landfill but suggests that the current rates of household recycling ‘are 
not good enough’ and estimates that based on the recent rates of increase in 
recycling it will take 42 years to achieve the Scottish Government’s current 
2025 recycling target of 70%. 

Recycling in Scotland 

Targets 

4. The Scottish Government has set targets for “recycling/composting and 
preparing for re-use of waste from households”. The targets are— 

 50% by 2013 

 60% by 2020 

 70% by 2025 

5. Scotland’s progress in managing household waste is detailed in the table 
below. The table highlights changes in the amount of household waste 
generated and landfilled between 2011 and 2015 and the percentage of 
household waste recycled over this period. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/recycling
http://www.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefingsAndFactsheets/Petitions%20briefings%20S5/PB16-1622.pdf
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Household waste management in Scotland 2011-2015 

Year Household waste 
generated (tonnes) 

Household waste 
landfilled (tonnes) 

% household waste 
recycled 

2011 2,606,759 1,453,789 40.1% 

2012 2,500,995 1,382,153 41.1% 

2013 2,412,706 1,290,829 42.2% 

2014* 2,459,559 1,212,411 42.8% 

2015* 2,468,800 1,150,537 44.2% 

* Prior to 2014, household waste composted that did not reach the quality standards set by PAS 

100/110 was included in the recycling figures/excluded from the landfill figures. 

Scottish Government approach 

6. In February 2016, the Scottish Government published Making Things Last – A 
Circular Economy Strategy for Scotland. The strategy includes a framework 
that the Government has established to boost progress on recycling. The 
framework consists of four aspects: 

 The Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012: The regulations set out a 
requirement for the separate collection of key materials, including food 
waste, and prohibit any separately collected material going to incineration 
or landfill 

 The Scottish Household Recycling Charter: This is a joint initiative 
between the Scottish Government and local government that seeks to 
provide a more consistent approach to household recycling collection 
systems in order to boost householder participation in recycling and 
increase the quality of the recycled material that is collected 

 The Scottish Materials Brokerage Service: The service aims to group 
recycling contracts from local authorities and other large public bodies so 
that they can secure a better deal for the materials collected. It is also 
anticipated that this would provide business confidence for investing in 
material reprocessing materials in Scotland 

 The Code of Practice for Materials Recovery Facilities: The code 
implements a sampling and reporting procedure for materials that are 
received by Material Recovery Facilities to better understand the quality of 
materials that are being sent to these facilities.  

Scottish Parliament – Parliamentary Questions 

7. Scotland’s progress in household recycling has been the subject of a number of 
Parliamentary Questions, including S5O-00292 (answered in the Debating 
Chamber on 3 November 2016), and S5O-00130 (answered on 14 September 
2016). 

Penalties for not recycling – legislative provision 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00494471.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00494471.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/sdsi/2012/9780111016657/contents
http://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/content/charter-household-recycling
http://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/brokerage
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0047/00472355.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5O-00292&DateTo=11/30/2016%2011:59:59%20PM&SortBy=DateSubmitted&Answers=All&SearchFor=All&ResultsPerPage=10
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10597&mode=pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5O-00130&DateTo=11/30/2016%2011:59:59%20PM&SortBy=DateSubmitted&Answers=All&SearchFor=All&ResultsPerPage=10
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8. Section 46 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 allows councils to fine 
people for not disposing of waste in the receptacles provided. Section 46(1) 
enables a local authority to “require the occupier to place the waste for 
collection in receptacles of a kind and number specified”. Section 46(2) and 
46(4) provides for the local authority to require the use of separate receptacles 
or compartments for recycling and non-recycling waste and to specify what may 
or may not be put in these. 

9. Section 46(6) sets out the enforcement provisions available as follows— 

“A person who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with any 
requirements imposed under subsection (1) … or (4) above shall be liable on 
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.” 

10. In 2015, through the Deregulation Act 2015, the UK Government amended the 
powers provided under Section 46 for local authorities in England. The 
amendment prevents local authorities in England from imposing fines for the 
incorrect presentation of household waste. The Act also introduced the 
potential for a local authority to provide written warnings and introduce a 
penalty (of a maximum of £60) where a person’s failure to comply results in a 
nuisance or is detrimental to local amenities. 

11. The amendment above was triggered by UK Government opposition to a 
number of local authorities adopting the powers available to them under 
Section 46.   

Experience/consideration elsewhere 

Islington Council 

12. According to the Islington Council website householders are required to use 
their recycling services to recycle. The website states— 

“In Islington it is compulsory to recycle using your recycling services at home. 
This includes household recycling (e.g. plastic, cans, glass bottles, 
cardboard), as well as food waste and garden waste if you have these 
services.” 

13. In relation to monitoring and enforcement the website states— 

“If someone is not using their recycling and food waste service an advisor 
may visit to make sure they have everything they need to recycle, and to 
answer any questions. Although recycling advisors can issue fines, they will 
only do so as a last resort if they are sure that someone has all the 
information and containers they need to recycle, and are deliberately not 
recycling.”  

Wales 

14. In December 2014, the Environment and Sustainability Committee of the 
National Assembly for Wales published a report of its Inquiry into recycling in 
Wales. In relation to penalties for non-recycling the report concluded— 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/20/section/58/enacted
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/eric-pickles-hails-end-of-heavy-handed-bin-fines
https://www.islington.gov.uk/rubbish-recycling/recycle/recycle-at-home/compulsory-recycling-policy
http://www.assembly.wales/laid%20documents/cr-ld10055%20-%20environment%20and%20sustainability%20committee%20-%20inquiry%20into%20recycling%20in%20wales/cr-ld10055-e.pdf
http://www.assembly.wales/laid%20documents/cr-ld10055%20-%20environment%20and%20sustainability%20committee%20-%20inquiry%20into%20recycling%20in%20wales/cr-ld10055-e.pdf
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“During the inquiry, we also considered the use of penalties, both at the 
householder level for those not engaging with recycling and at a local 
authority level where an authority was not meeting statutory targets. Based on 
the evidence we took, it is clear that such measures are currently 
unnecessary and that there is still more that can be done to positively 
encourage behaviour change. We acknowledge that there may be 
circumstances in the future that would necessitate the use of such penalties, 
but are satisfied that they are not necessary at present.” 

Belgium 

15. In the Brussels Capital Region source separation of household waste 
(sometimes referred to as municipal solid waste or MSW) originally relied on a 
voluntary approach. Since 2010, separate collection has been mandatory. The 
European Environment Agency produced a report on municipal waste 
management in Belgium and concluded— 

“This new instrument is likely to further increase the recycling rate of MSW in 
subsequent years. Failure to comply with the mandatory separation of waste 
by households is sanctioned by a fine of up to EUR 625, which could well be a 
strong driver for behavioural change.” 

Other incentives 

16. Several studies have explored the potential of other incentives to boost 
recycling. In 2014 Serco and waste consultants Eunomia published a study 
Investigating the Impact of Recycling Incentive Schemes. The authors 
concluded that “the evidence suggests that impacts tend to be marginal”. 
Commenting further, James Fulford, Director at Eunomia stated— 

“Giving residents ‘rewards’ for kerbside recycling may be politically attractive 

but the evidence from our research is that these schemes are unlikely to 

achieve more than a marginal impact on recycling rates…. 

Other types of incentive scheme – Deposit Refund Schemes and Pay As You 
Throw – have a much better international pedigree in terms of the impact they 
have.” 

Conclusion 

17. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take on this 
petition. Options include— 

 To write to the Scottish Government to seek its views on the action called for 
in the petition 

 To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 

Clerk to the Committee 

http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/managing-municipal-solid-waste
https://www.serco.com/Images/Serco%20Eunomia%20Incentives%20Full%20Report_tcm3-44276.pdf


PE1622: MAKE FAILURE TO RECYCLE A CRIMINAL OFFENCE 

Petitioner Stephen Duff 
 

Date 
Lodged 
 

16 November 2016 

Petition 
Summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to introduce tough new laws that hold individuals and households 
criminally responsible for a failure to recycle products they have 
consumed. 
 

Previous 
Action 

I have written to my constituency and regional MSPs.  There has 
been very little, if any, response. 

 

Background 
Information 

It should be an offence to knowingly damage our precious 
environment by deliberately wasting valuable resources. Those who 
misuse "waste" bins must be made accountable for their actions. 

Whilst it is encouraging to see the amount of waste going to landfill 
falling (even slightly) every year 
(http://www.sepa.org.uk/media/163051/household-waste-summary-
data-2014.pdf), I do believe that this is an area where our 
parliamentarians - working together - can make real progress. As 
with other legislation, like dog licenses, there could be an 
introductory "educational" period to ease the transition, followed-up 
by significant fines once everyone has the chance to adjust. 

Of course, on many occasions it would be almost impossible to 
work out who exactly was responsible for the offence, but in time 
the worst offenders would be caught and brought to justice, and 
(perhaps more importantly) Scotland would send a clear message 
that recycling is essential to our future well-being. Every item we 
send to landfill pollutes more of Scotland's soil and represents a 
complete waste of our natural resources. 

Future generations will be absolutely appalled at our prolificacy 
even in 2016 - after over 10 years of "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle". 
42.8% is simply not enough and, at the 2014-15 rate of increase 
(0.6%), Scotland would take over 42 years to reach 70% recycling. 
Any complacency of this issue is just daft. We need urgent action. 
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5)  

Thursday 8 December 2016 

PE1624:  Definition of adultery 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Akri Jones 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
amend the current definition of adultery within legislation so that it is 
not restrictive to gender status. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01624  

Introduction 

1. This is a new petition that was not opened for collecting signatures and 
comments. The Committee has a copy of the petition text and a SPICe briefing 
and is invited to consider what action it wishes to take.  

Background (taken from the SPICe briefing) 

2. The Committee The current law relating to adultery is considered below in 
relation to i) marriages where spouses are of the opposite sex (‘an opposite sex 
marriage’); ii) marriages where spouses are of the same sex (‘a same sex 
marriage’); and iii) civil partnerships. 

3. The petitioner lodged the same petition on 14 November 2014 (PE1536). It was 
closed by the previous Public Petitions Committee on 16 March 2015 on the 
basis that there was no intention to legislate further in this area in the current 
Parliamentary session.  

4. The petitioner has resubmitted the petition with additional arguments regarding 
the Human Rights Act 1998 and the Equality Act 2010. 

Opposite sex marriages 

5. The relevant legislation is the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1976 (c 39) (as amended) 
(‘the 1976 Act’). Under section 1 it is possible to obtain a divorce if a marriage 
has broken down irretrievably.1  

6. There are four sets of factual circumstances set out in the Act which can be 
used to prove that a marriage has broken down irretrievably. These are 1) 
adultery; 2) unreasonable behaviour; 3) non-cohabitation for one year with 
consent of the other spouse to divorce; and 4) non-cohabitation for two years. 
These are often referred to as the ‘grounds for divorce’. 

                                                           
1
 It is also possible to obtain a divorce if one of the spouses has been issued with a gender 

recognition certificate after the date of the marriage. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01624
http://external.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/definitionofadultery
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7. Adultery is not defined in the 1976 Act. Instead it is defined in the leading case 
of MacLennan v MacLennan2 as voluntary sexual intercourse with a member of 
the opposite sex who is not the person’s spouse. It requires “some degree of 
penetration of the female organ by the male organ.”3 

8. Accordingly, other sexual activity with a member of the opposite sex does not 
amount to adultery, nor does any sexual activity with a member of the same 
sex.  

Same sex marriages  

9. Section 1 of the 1976 Act (containing the so-called ‘grounds for divorce’) 
applies to same sex marriages.4  

10. Section 5(2) of the Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014 (asp 5) 
(‘the 2014 Act’) amends the 1976 Act to provide that adultery has the same 
meaning for the purposes of a same sex marriage as it does for an opposite 
sex marriage. With reference to the MacLennan case, this means that adultery 
relates to heterosexual intercourse only.  

11. Accordingly, a spouse in a same sex marriage could (like a spouse in an 
opposite sex marriage) raise an action for divorce because the other spouse in 
the marriage has committed adultery, i.e. had sexual intercourse with a person 
of the opposite sex. 

12. However, the 2014 Act does not extend adultery in same sex marriages to 
cover sexual activity between people of the same sex. On the other hand, this 
would be relevant in the context of the separate ground of unreasonable 
behaviour. Sexual activity with a member of the opposite sex falling outwith the 
definition of adultery would also be relevant in the context of this ground. 

Civil Partnership Act 2004 

13. The Civil Partnership Act 2004 (c 33) created the concept of a civil partnership 
for same sex couples in the UK and granted civil partners rights very similar to 
those afforded to married couples. Even though a same sex couple can now 
marry, it is also still possible for them to enter into a civil partnership. 

14. The 2004 Act created grounds for dissolution of a civil partnership very similar 
to the grounds of divorce for marriage (section 44). However, the grounds for 
dissolution of a civil partnership do not include adultery.  

15. Instead, the ground of ‘unreasonable behaviour’ has to be relied upon in 
relation to any sexual infidelity, whether with people of the same sex or the 
opposite sex.  

                                                           
2
 1958 SC 112. 

3
 1958 SC 112 at 113. 

4
 By virtue of section 4 of the Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014 which defines 

marriage in existing legislation as including the marriage of a same sex couple. Section 1 of the 1976 
Act refers to the factual circumstances which establish the irretrievable breakdown of a marriage. 
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Scottish Government Action 

The 2000 consultation 

16. In 2000, the then Scottish Executive consulted5 on various issues associated 
with family law. It sought views on whether the so-called ‘fault based’ grounds 
for divorce, that is to say adultery and unreasonable behaviour, could be 
merged into a single fault basis.6  

17. There was considerable opposition to this proposal and it was not proceeded 
with.7 

Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Bill 

18. In the Policy Memorandum to the bill which became the 2014 Act (‘the Bill’) the 
Scottish Government discussed its approach to the definition of adultery. In 
particular it gave its reasons for rejecting possible alternatives to the approach 
taken in the Bill (at paras 127–143). 

Remove the specific concept of adultery from divorce law 

19. One alternative approach (along with the lines of what was proposed in 2000) 
was removing adultery as a way of demonstrating the irretrievable breakdown 
of marriage.  

20. The Scottish Government said this approach would require further consultation 
and that the Bill was not the appropriate legislation to make such a major 
change to divorce. 

21. The Government also noted that, for a small number of spouses, it may be 
important for a civil court to find that the other spouse was adulterous (Policy 
Memorandum, para 138). 

Expand the definition of adultery to cover sexual activity between people of the same 
sex 

22. A second alternative was to extend the definition of adultery so that it would 
cover sexual activity between people of the same sex as well as heterosexual 
intercourse.  

23. The Government rejected this idea. Its reasons included that the existence of 
the unreasonable behaviour ground meant that any change to the law in this 
regard would not confer any additional rights. In other words, it is already open 
to a spouse to seek a divorce on the grounds of unreasonable behaviour, which 
could include sexual activity between people of the same sex (Policy 
Memorandum, para 142). 

                                                           
5
 Scottish Executive. (2000) Parents and Children. Edinburgh: Scottish Executive. 

6
 Ibid, paras 4.8 and 4.9. 

7
 Scottish Executive. (2001) Parent and Children: Analysis of Responses. Edinburgh: Scottish 

Executive. (See analysis of responses to question 4). 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Justice/law/17867/FLSA2006/13804/ParentsandChildren
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_Bills/Marriage%20and%20Civil%20Partnership%20(Scotland)%20Bill/b36s4-introd-pm.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/64983.aspx
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24. The Government also noted that it would have to define what further sexual 
activity (between same sex people and opposite sex people) would be covered 
by any expanded definition. It envisaged that this would not be without its 
difficulties (Policy Memorandum, para 142).  

25. Lastly, the Government said that it was unclear what effect the change would 
have on the small number of people for whom adultery forms a useful part of 
divorce law (Policy Memorandum, para 142).  

Remove the clarification of the definition of adultery from the Bill (now the 2014 Act) 

26. As noted above, under section 5(2) of the 2014 Act, adultery in the context of 
same sex marriage is given the same definition as in the context of a marriage 
between people of the opposite sex (see page 2 above). 

27. The Scottish Government considered removing this provision from the Bill and 
leaving the courts to determine what would amount to adultery in the context of 
a same sex marriage. The Government said this approach was not satisfactory 
given the opportunity existed to clarify the matter by legislation (Policy 
Memorandum, para 143). 

Scottish Parliament Action 

Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Bill 

28. The definition of adultery came up during the Equal Opportunities Committee’s 
consideration of the Bill at Stage 1. For example,  

“…the definition of adultery in the bill is confusing because the Government 
went back to the definition of adultery between a man and a woman. The bill 
makes marriage acceptable between two men or two women, but it uses the 
definition of adultery only between a man and a woman.”8 (Evangelical 
Alliance) 

29. Other stakeholders, including the Equality Network, believed that the approach 
to the issue in the Bill was the correct one. However, the Equality Network 
suggested that, as a longer term goal, the law might benefit from reform.9  

30. The Equal Opportunities Committee made no specific recommendations on this 
topic. It was also not the subject of any amendments at Stage 2 and 3 of the 
Bill.  

31. It is understood that the positions of the Scottish Government and of the 
Equality Network remain as they were. 

 

                                                           
8
 Meeting of the Equal Opportunities Committee, 5 September 2013 at: 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=8860&mode=pdf 
9
 The fullest explanation of the Equality Network’s position can be found in its submission to the 

Scottish Government on the draft bill. See: http://www.equality-network.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/08/Equality-Network-marriage-bill-consultation-response.pdf  

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=8860&mode=pdf
http://www.equality-network.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Equality-Network-marriage-bill-consultation-response.pdf
http://www.equality-network.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Equality-Network-marriage-bill-consultation-response.pdf
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The approach in England and Wales 

32. In England and Wales, adultery and unreasonable behaviour are both grounds 
for divorce (Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (c 18), section 1). Adultery is also 
defined in the current law as sexual intercourse between a man and a woman. 

33. The Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 (c 30) introduced marriage for 
same sex couples in England and Wales. No changes were made in this 
legislation to the existing definition of adultery.  

Human rights 

The petitioner’s arguments 

34. The petitioner argues that the Scottish adultery rules breach: 

 Article 1 of the United Nations’ Universal Declaration on Human Rights  - “all 
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights”  

 Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights10 (the Convention) – 
i.e. the right to respect for private and family life 

 Article 9 of the Convention – the right to freedom of thought, conscience and 
religion 

 Article 14 of the Convention – the prohibition of discrimination in the 
application of other Convention rights 

35. In relation to Articles 8 and 9 of the Convention, the petition notes that: 

“Another important argument is … the protection of religious beliefs under 
Article 9. The current definition of adultery prohibits a person to exercise this 
right when their religion states that adultery needs to be cited as grounds for 
divorce … this is reinforced by Article 8 ...” 

Scope of the protections in the Human Rights Act/Scotland Act 

36. The Human Rights Act brings the Convention into UK law by: 

 Requiring all legislation to be interpreted and given effect as far as possible in 
a way which is compatible with the Convention (section 3)  

 Making it unlawful for a public authority to breach the Convention and allowing 
court cases to be brought if it does so (sections 6 and 7) 

 Requiring UK courts/tribunals to take account of Convention rights in all cases 
that come before them (section 2) 

                                                           
10

 The European Convention on Human Rights was adopted in 1950 by members of the Council of 
Europe (an intergovernmental body which is not part of the EU). It protects a range of civil and 
political rights. 
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37. UK legislation can only be declared incompatible with the Convention (leaving 
the law as it is until remedied). In contrast, Scottish Parliament legislation or 
Government action can be struck down if it breaches the Convention.11  

38. Other human rights treaties are important from a policy perspective, but are not 
incorporated into domestic UK law by the Human Rights Act. 

The Convention 

39. Since the HRA only incorporates the Convention into UK law, a key question is 
whether the current adultery rules breach Convention rights. 

40. In that regard relevant questions might include: 

 Whether the Convention is designed to cover definitions of adultery? The 
European Court of Human Rights recently reiterated that there is no European 
consensus on granting same-sex couples the right to marry, and hence no 
obligation to allow such marriages.12 Similar arguments might be made in 
relation to adultery.  

 What the arguments are as regards Articles 8 and 9 of the Convention? In 
other words, in what way do the adultery rules affect an individual’s right to 
private and family life/freedom of religion?  

 Whether there is any discrimination under Article 14 since one can divorce 
due to “unreasonable behaviour”? Article 14 only applies if there has been a 
breach of another Convention right.   

41. The definition of adultery received little attention during the passage of the 
Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Bill through the Scottish Parliament.13 
However, the then Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing, Alex Neil, did 
indicate in oral evidence to the Equal Opportunities Committee that, 
“…everything in the bill has been human rights law proofed. We do not believe 
that any aspect of the bill would be open to a successful human rights 
challenge”. 

42. Also, the UK Government submitted a human rights compliance summary to 
the UK Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human Rights in relation to the 
equivalent English Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Bill. This argued that the Bill 
complied with the Convention on the basis that: 

 The definition of adultery (limited to heterosexual sex) does not lead to 
discrimination as it applies equally to both homosexual and heterosexual 
couples; 

                                                           
11

 Sections 29(2)(d) and 57(2) of the Scotland Act 1998 
12

 See Chapin and Charpentier v. France  
13

 (Official Report, 3 October 2013 column 1592) 

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/joint-committees/human-rights/Marriage_Bill_Written_evidence_final.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press?i=003-5407086-6765196
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=8773&mode=pdf
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 Evidence of adultery is not a prerequisite for getting a divorce and hence 
there is no breach of Article 12 of the Convention;14 

 Even if one accepts that the current definition of adultery can lead to 
discrimination, there are objective justifications in the current rules 
(namely the uncertainty which could flow from redefining adultery).  

Equality Act 2010 

43. The petitioner argues that ‘equality within marriage should mean that there 
should be equality with divorce, but as the law stands there is no equality in 
adultery laws’. Further that the restrictive definition of adultery is direct 
discrimination as it treats one part of society less favourably than another, and 
is thus in breach of the Equality Act 2010. 

Conclusion 

44. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 
include— 

 To write to the Scottish Government seeking its view on the petition and 
whether it intends to legislate on this issue in the current session of the 
Scottish Parliament; 

 To take any other action it considers appropriate. 

Clerk to the Committee 

                                                           
14

 I.e. the right to marry/found a family which could be read as covering a right to divorce 



PE1624: DEFINITION OF ADULTERY 

Petitioner Akri Jones 
 

Date 
Lodged 
 

7 November 2016 

Petition 
Summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to amend the current definition of adultery within legislation so that it 
is not restrictive to gender status. 
 

Previous 
Action 

Previously submitted this petition (Petition No. PE01536) and 
appeared before the Public Petitions Committee in 2015. It was 
decided to close the petition at the time as it was coming to the end 
of Parliament and was invited to re-submit when the new Parliament 
returned. 

In addition to the previous MSP’s I contacted and the Scottish 
Government’s Family and Property Law Team for PE01536, for the 
latest petition I have contacted the following to seek advice, 
information and support: 

Mr Steven Paterson MP for Stirling 

Mr Michael Matheson MSP. Cabinet Secretary for Justice, Scotland 

Scotland Law Commission in Scotland 

Mr Jeromy R Balfour MSP for Lothians 

Mr Brian Whittle MSP for South of Scotland 

Mr Maurice Corry MSP for West Scotland 

Equality and Human Rights Commission in Scotland 

Equality Network in Scotland 

European Court of Human Rights in France 

 

Background 
Information 

The definition of adultery is defined in common law as voluntary 
sexual intercourse between a spouse and a person of the opposite 
sex out-with the marriage.  The definition does not include spouses, 
whether they are in heterosexual and same-sex marriages, that 
become involved in same-sex extra-marital relationships, therefore, 
the grounds of adultery cannot be cited as grounds of divorce under 
The Divorce (Scotland) Act 1976 in such instances.  Clearly the 
definition of adultery is ‘out of date’ and needs to be amended under 
law that is in keeping with human rights and equality legislation. 



 
The Human Rights Act 1998 has meant that all UK legislation must 
be read and applied in a way that protects a person’s human rights.  
As the law currently stands on the definition of adultery, it infringes 
on the fundamental human right under Article 1 Universal Declaration 
on Human Rights that states “all human beings are born free and 
equal in dignity and rights.”  Another important argument is that of 
religion and the protection of religious beliefs under Article 9; the 
current definition of adultery prohibits a person to exercise this right 
when their religion states that adultery needs to be cited as grounds 
for divorce, and this is reinforced by Article 8 the protection of 
morals.  In addition, Article 14 requires there be no discrimination in 
the application of human rights on any ground. 
 
Equality within marriage should mean there should be equality with 
divorce, but as the law currently stands there is no equality in 
adultery laws.  A person has the right to marry the way that they 
choose, therefore, they should have the right to choose how they 
divorce.  The restrictive definition of adultery does not permit this, 
this is a direct discrimination as it treats one part of society less 
favourably than another, placing one part of society at a 
disadvantage, being a direct breach of the Equality Act 2010.  
Marriage equality should mean equality in all respects, there should 
be no violation to this fundamental principle.   
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 4), Thursday, 8 December 2016 

PE1223: School bus safety 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Ron Beaty 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
take all appropriate action, whether through amending guidance, 
contracts, agreements or legislation, to require local authorities to 
install proper safety signage and lights on school buses, to be used 
only when school children are on the bus when necessary, and make 
overtaking a stationary school bus a criminal offence.  

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01223  

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition that the Committee last considered at its meeting on 
29 September 2016. At that meeting the Committee agreed to write to 
Transport Scotland. A submission from Transport Scotland has been received, 
a copy of which has been provided to members. 

Background 

2. This petition was lodged in January 2009 and is the longest-standing petition 
under the Committee’s consideration.  

3. This petition seeks to prohibit overtaking school buses; and to change law or 
practice in relation to the use and size of the school bus safety sign and the use 
of light beacons on school buses. These issues are principally reserved to 
Westminster and the UK Government has indicated that it has no intention to 
devolve further powers.1 The Scottish Government has also expressed concern 
about prescribing permanent sign fixtures on school buses because the 
vehicles are often used for other purposes.2 

4. Despite the reservations in law and concerns about permanent fixtures, the 
Scottish Government has some scope to make guidelines for local authorities 
about the proper display of signs and the use of signs larger than the minimum 
size prescribed by legislation.  In 2010, the Scottish Government published A 
Guide to Improving School Transport Safety in which it highlighted the work 
undertaken by Aberdeenshire Council to improve school bus safety. Following 

                                                           
1
  Department of Transport Letter, 31 December 2015. 

2
   Transport Scotland letter, 23 February 2016. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01223
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE122320161027TransportScotlandLetterof27October2016.pdf
http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/system/files/documents/guides/Improving_School_Transport_Safety_-_guide_-_final.pdf
http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/system/files/documents/guides/Improving_School_Transport_Safety_-_guide_-_final.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/20151231_PE1223_OOO_DfT.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/20160223_PE1223_RRR_Transport_Scotland.pdf
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a review of the Guide in 2013, the Scottish Government conducted workshops 
for local authorities on the guidance.3 

5. In 2014, the Scottish Government developed a proposal to conduct a pilot 
programme on school bus signage in an urban setting with Glasgow City 
Council.4 Glasgow City Council’s evaluation report was published on 16 
November 2015. The evaluation involved a virtual hazard perception test, an 
on-road test and piloting signs with different school transport providers. 

6. The testing revealed that many participants did not recognise the school bus 
sign as a hazard warning and did not respond accordingly. For example, no 
participants identified the statutory minimum sign during the hazard perception 
test and only 13% of participants in the on-road test knew that the current sign 
is used to identify a bus transporting children to school.  

7. Overall, the report found that larger school bus signage accompanied by 
flashing lights improves visibility and awareness but other measures will also be 
needed to address the issues identified in the pilot programme. It also found 
that uptake of existing guidance on the proper display of the school bus sign by 
local authority contracted bus operators is poor. 

8. In response to the pilot programme, the Scottish Government wrote to the UK 
Government on 12 November 2015 asking it to take measures to improve 
awareness of the UK school bus sign in the UK Highway Code and driving test. 
Transport Scotland updated the Committee on 23 February 2016 to advise that 
the UK Government had responded positively to its request, indicating it will 
examine the prominence of the sign in the hazard perception tests in the UK 
driving test and move references to the school bus sign in the Highway Code to 
a more prominent place.  

9. The latest version of the Highway Code was published on 16 September 2016. 
The Scottish Government’s suggested amendments have been implemented, 
such that the school bus sign is now displayed beside Rule 209: “Drive carefully 
and slowly when passing a stationary school bus showing a ‘school bus’ sign 
as children may be getting on or off.”   

10. The petitioner’s response dated 16 February 2016 considered that whatever 
measures are agreed to improve the visibility and awareness of school buses, it 
is important that those measures should be consistently implemented across 
Scotland. In his view, Transport Scotland has made insufficient progress on this 
issue. 

Committee Consideration  

11. Transport Scotland’s submission dated 21 September 2016 commended the 
petitioner for his work on school bus safety in Scotland. It explained that the 
variety of ways different local authorities deliver school transport, including the 

                                                           
3
  Transport Scotland Written Submission, 20 May 2014; Transport Scotland Written Submission, 02 

April 2014.. 
4
  Transport Scotland Written Submission, 3 October 2014. 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/PE1223_DDD_Transport_Scotland_03.10.14.pdf
http://www.gosafeglasgow.com/public/uploads/pdf/1447674515_road_safety_pdf.pdf
http://www.gosafeglasgow.com/public/uploads/pdf/1447674515_road_safety_pdf.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/20160223_PE1223_RRR_Transport_Scotland.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/20160216_PE1223_QQQ_Petitioner.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE122320160921SubmissionfromTransportScotlandof21September2016.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/PE1223_BBB_Transport_Scotland_20.05.14.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/PE1223_YY_Transport_Scotland_02.04.14.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/PE1223_YY_Transport_Scotland_02.04.14.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S3_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions_09/PE1223_DDD_Transport_Scotland_03.10.14.pdf
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types of vehicles and local conditions, lead it to conclude that a national roll out 
of enhanced school bus signage in the way called for by the petitioner would 
not be “practical or justified at the current time”.  

12. Transport Scotland noted a number of alternative measures have been taken to 
address the issue of school bus safety in Scotland, such as educational 
programmes on getting safely to school; guidance for local authorities; reduced 
speed limits in school zones; and changes to the Highway Code and UK 
Driving Test. It noted that the petitioner’s work had influenced the development 
of these projects. Transport Scotland explained it would continue to liaise with 
local authorities as part of routine engagement to highlight the “merits and 
benefits” it [enhanced school bus signage] can bring”. 

13. The petitioner’s submission dated 22 September 2016 expressed 
disappointment with Transport Scotland’s submission. He cited recent evidence 
of the incorrect display of the school bus sign by bus operators and considered 
that not enough has been done to address the proper display of the school bus 
sign by local authorities and their transport providers. He was particularly 
concerned that school pupils in rural areas are reliant on school bus 
transportation and may be at greater risk of other traffic not slowing down in 
school zones.  

14. At its last consideration of the petition on 29 September 2016, the Committee 
agreed to seek further clarification from Transport Scotland on its views on the 
findings from the Glasgow City Council’s research into enhanced school bus 
signage.  

15. Transport Scotland’s submission dated 27 October 2016 noted: 

As the current national evidence base also now signals that there are 
competing factors which could make enhanced signage less effective or 
appropriate in different areas, we feel there is unlikely to be a one-size-fits all 
solution to these matters and that the case has not been made for any kind of 
national roll-out scheme at this stage. 

Conclusion  

16. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 
include— 

 To close the petition under Rule 15.7 on the basis that Transport Scotland 
has identified alternative measures to address the issues raised by the 
petition. 

 To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate.  

Clerk to the Committee 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE122320160922PetitionerLetterof22September2016.pdf


PE01223: SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 

Petitioner Ron Beaty 

Date 
Lodged 

06 January 2009 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
take all appropriate action, whether through amending guidance, 
contracts, agreements or legislation, to require local authorities to 
install proper safety signage and lights on school buses, to be used 
only when school children are on the bus when necessary, and make 
overtaking a stationary school bus a criminal offence. 

 

Previous 
action 

Spoken with our MSP & Minister of Transport Stewart Stevenson on 
this matter on numerous occasions, Alex Salmond, First Minister is 
also aware of this ongoing problem though emails to him. I have 
attended a meeting with Aberdeenshire Council on this matter with 
Stewart Stevenson & the parents of the two children recently killed. 

Raised a petition in 2006 (PE892) on a similar subject, that was 
forwarded to Dept of Transport at Westminster. This petition has now 
been amended, so we can stop children being killed & seriously 
injured  with this new petition 

No further action has been taken by anyone, yet we have had at least 
three children killed leaving school transport since then. No accurate 
figures exist on accidents happening on School Transport 

I am also in regular touch & speak for the Oldham & Milne families 
who both lost children in September 2008, also with details of other 
families who have lost or had children injured under the same 
circumstances. We are also in in the attempt to get other parents to 
contact us & get our point of view across. 

 

Background 
information 

In 2004 my granddaughter Erin Beaty, aged 8, was knocked down 
getting off a school bus, only a few feet from safety & the kerb on the 
other side of the road. She was left totally wheelchair bound & 
severely brain damaged. She is totally reliant on others daily & needs 
full time care. 

Erin’s accident caused her internal decapitation, the only child in the 
UK to survive this type of injury, only child to have this operation 
done. She is paralysed down one side & her speech is bad. Erin was 
in hospital for 10 months, seven in Edinburgh & three in Aberdeen, 
we had to travel week in & out, the cost was horrendous, who helps, 
of course no one does, it’s just another burden on top of the tragedy 
that has already happened. When Erin was in hospital in Edinburgh 



there were another 4 children, all injured leaving school transport. Our 
family was spared the utter despair the other families I also speak for, 
Erin was returned to us. 

I appeared before the Petitions Committee in 2006 (PE892) & my 
suggestions were endorsed by all on the committee, also most other 
groups who were asked their opinion as the petition will show. This 
was before the Scottish Parliament realised it was not a devolved 
matter, this is why it is now approached in a different manner. The 
decision of the committee then was to be referred to Dept of 
Transport at Westminster, still no action has been taken 2 years later. 

Two weeks after my last appearance at the Scottish Parliament, a 
young lad was killed in Crossgates, Fife, again leaving school 
transport. The saddest news is, In September of this year, 15 year old 
Robyn Oldham was killed then 2 weeks later, 11 year old Alexander 
Milne was also killed, both leaving school transport in Aberdeenshire. 

I have been in contact with them on a regular basis, its soul 
destroying to watch families go though this, utter devastation for 
them, who would wish this on anyone, but it happens because of 
faults within the school transport system. 

I have letters from 12 other parents who have lost children & another 
9 who were left injured since 1972; this is only the tip of the iceberg. 
Many parents even after 30 years cannot bring themselves to speak 
on the subject. There are many more than this. 

It cannot go on; we cannot go on seeing young children killed in this 
manner, school transport is supposed to protect children, not harm 
them. They are our most precious commodity, yet we stand looking 
on as this happens time & time again. If you have your own children 
or grand children using school transport, think about this. 

Can you imagine sending your child to school, seeing them leave 
home as normal  healthy children, that can run, walk, play games, in 
fact doing everything a young child or teenager should be able to, 
then seven hours later seeing them lying at deaths door & left 
severely brain damaged. 

Or the worst possible outcome, finding out they have been killed, your 
child killed, can you understand this & that also virtually every 
constituency in Scotland has been affected by this. 

Take it UK wide & the figures grow, the sad bit is, there are no 
accurate records of these accidents. These accidents are treated as a 
pedestrian accident, they are not, it is a school transport accident. We 
do not expect every accident will be avoidable, that is impossible, but 
most could be avoided, you can as a Parliament take steps to do just 



that. 

Over the years the school bus sign has been left on during bus trips, 
OAP outing, tours etc etc, I am sure each one of you has seen a 
school bus, with the sign up, used for other purposes, its affect has 
been simply diluted, its legal to display when children are aboard the 
bus, but its not illegal to leave it displayed when they are not, that’s a 
nonsense. 

• We need it made illegal to use the sign unless children are aboard 
• We need better visibility for school transport, adverts are larger than 
the sign we use for safety, we need signage changed & improved, led 
flashing signs etc. 
• We need larger extra flashing lights [The Dept of Transport 
legislation allows this] not the simple hazard lights buses use, many 
people simply use these hazards lights to pop into the newsagents, 
• We need to ensure that this also applies to service buses that also 
transport school children; they do not have any extra protection, as 
offered to those who travel often on private contract buses, which are 
sometimes yellow 
• We need to ensure no children are carried in double decked buses, 
which often carry a whole community aboard, or from the same street 
• We need to ensure that every local authority in Scotland follows the 
same procedure, in safe guarding our school children. as in the short 
term options now being considered by Aberdeenshire Council 
• We need to ensure school children are offered the same safety 
measures that they do in the family car, or in taxi used for transporting 
school children by providing seat belts, if a bus crashes & goes on its 
side, occupants are then dragged out of any broken windows. 

If you study coach accidents’, this is where the most serious injuries 
occur. We need to ensure children are protected by seeing a law 
passed as in North America, where traffic simply stops as the children 
load or unload. Is that to much to ask, that motorists cannot spare a 
few minutes to do this, to save lives or injury to children. 

We have 20mph limits around schools to protect them. Why? To 
ensure their safety. Can’t we take a simple step forward? We all need 
to think this through properly, & with great concern, so we can protect 
our children as their parents expect & as in fact the children 
themselves expect to be protected. Children in many cases do not 
feel safe on School Transport. 

What we don’t need is the status quo, things have to change, we 
cannot go on killing or injuring our school children, this is 2008; surely 
we devise solutions we can take forward to the Dept of Transport at 
Westminster. 

Do you realise that animals have more protection than children have 
aboard school transport & that a dust cart has more visible warnings 



than a school bus. 

There is much we can do, simply & without great cost, much electrical 
equipment is so cheap now. The total disruption to family life, the cost 
to NHS & social services over a lifetime suddenly a house is no use 
because a wheel chair does not fit. Months of travelling. Then of 
course those families whose children will never come home, nor who 
will ever need a wheel chair. 

Our families ask, please take this forward as a parliament, regardless 
of politics, something you can & must be proud of as MSPs, that at 
last you in this Scottish Parliament can stand together & insist there 
must be a  change  in the way we transport school children & that it 
can be done more safely. 

I have fought for change since 2004, with councils & individuals 
through our own Parliament, nothing changed. There are deaths that 
could have been avoided if people had heard what was being said 
then. Surely we have the power to lay these matters before 
Westminster, asking the law be improved & to say that no to change 
is not an option. 

I ask this on behalf of all the families mentioned here, we are all of the 
same voice that no family should have to suffer in the way we have. 
When things can be changed to avoid this happening again. We ask 
this for all the families who have suffered loss or injury, for those 
brave enough to contact me open there hearts. 

This petition is also for them, I ask please to be allowed to speak to 
the committee, so that they will get a full understanding of this 
horrendous problem. 

I can only do so much, the rest is up to you, can you grasp this 
problem & solve it, this is something you have to ask yourselves. 
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5)  

Thursday 8 December 2016 

PE1408: Updating of pernicious anaemia/vitamin b12 deficiency understanding 
and treatment 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Mrs Andrea MacArthur 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
review and overhaul the current out-dated and ineffective method of 
diagnosing and treating Pernicious Anaemia/VitaminB12 Deficiency. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01408  

Introduction  

1. This is a continued petition that the Committee last considered at its meeting 
on 29 September 2016. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write to the 
Minister for Public Health. A response has been received and the Committee 
is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. 

Committee consideration 

2. This petition calls for the Scottish Government to review and overhaul the 
current method of diagnosing and treating pernicious anaemia/vitamin B12 
deficiency. The petitioner is concerned that many cases of this condition are 
undiagnosed in patients and the lack of diagnosis or late diagnosis can cause 
serious health problems. She would like to see an overhaul of testing by 
adopting the Active B-12 test, as well as routine testing of presenting patients 
for Homocysteine, Methylmalonic Acid levels, folate and ferritin. She also 
supports the use of trial injections as a treatment option. 

 
3. Since this petition was lodged, the British Committee for Standards in 

Haematology (BCSH) published guidelines on the diagnosis of B12 and folate 
deficiency in June 2014. The BCSH produces guidelines on the diagnosis and 
treatment of haematological disease. Its guidance on the diagnosis of B12 
and folate deficiency notes that “the clinical picture is the most important 
factor in assessing the significance of test results assessing cobalamin 
[substances including vitamin B12] status because there is no ‘gold standard’ 
test to define deficiency”. It recommends which tests in its view should be 
used as a first-line test and second-line test to help diagnose the patient. 

 
4. In the Scottish Government’s view, the second-line testing recommended by 

the BCSH guidance is not standard in Scottish laboratories and the format of 
the guidance is not appropriate to be circulated for use in the practice setting. 
As such, it referred the guidelines to the Diagnostic Steering Group (the 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01408
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/bjh.12959/pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_PublicPetitionsCommittee/General%20Documents/PE1408_R_Scottish_Government_04.08.14.pdf
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national group responsible for providing advice on laboratory and imaging 
diagnostics) to consider further. 

 

5. The Scottish Government advised in its submission of 8 December 2014 that 
the Diagnostic Steering Group had considered the BCSH’s guidelines and 
determined they were not suitable for use in the Scottish practice setting. It 
therefore agreed that the Scottish Haematology Society (SHS) should prepare 
a summary document based on the guidelines to provide to GPs in Scotland. 
The SHS is the principal organisation representing the specialties of 
laboratory haematology, clinical haematology and blood transfusion in 
Scotland. 

 
Summary Document for GPs in Scotland 
 

6. At its meetings on 1 December 2015 and 1 March 2016, the Committee 
considered the draft summary document prepared by the SHS. It decided to 
write to the Scottish Government and the SHS with a number of questions 
posed by the petitioner.  

 
7. Subsequently, on 22 March 2016, the SHS wrote to the Committee to advise 

that it was withdrawing from further participation in the process due to 
resource constraints. 
 

8. The Scottish Government’s submission dated 26 July 2016 noted that the 
SHS had withdrawn from the process and did not comment on whether the 
draft summary document would be finalised and published. 

 

9. The petitioner’s submission dated 12 September 2016 expressed concern 
that progress on the summary document appears to have halted with no 
indication of how it will be taken forward. 

10. The Committee agreed to write to the Minister for Public Health to ask what 
further work is being done in respect of the draft summary document and 
whether it will be published.  

11. The Elizabeth Porterfield, Head of Strategic Planning and Clinical Priorities 
responded in a submission dated 12 October 2016 stating that no further work 
will be done on the document and general practitioners will be expected to 
refer to the BCSH guidelines. Ms Porterfield reported that the Scottish 
Government has no plans to publish the draft guidelines for the practice 
setting in Scotland. 

12. The petitioner’s submission dated 14 November 2016 stated she is 
disappointed by the Scottish Government’s response. The petitioner cited 
correspondence between consultants and patients to show why she is 
concerned updated guidance is required. The petitioner is also concerned by 
how the presence of gastric parietal cell autoimmune antibodies is dealt with 
in the BCSH guidelines. 

 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_PublicPetitionsCommittee/General%20Documents/PE1408_U_Scottish_Government_08.12.14.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10253&i=94361#ScotParlOR
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10414&i=95856#ScotParlOR
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_PublicPetitionsCommittee/General%20Documents/20160322_PE1408__EE_SHS.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Petitions/PE140820160726HealthcareQualityandStrategyDirectorateResponse.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE140820160912PetitionerSubmissionof12September2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE140820161012ScottishGovernmentLetterof12October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1408_JJ_Petitioner.pdf
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Conclusion 

13. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 
include— 
 

 To write to the Minister for Public Health asking why practitioners will 
now be expected to refer to the BCSH guidelines given they were 
previously considered to be not suitable for use in a Scottish practice 
setting; 
  

 To take any other action it considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 
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Annexe of written submissions –  

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 

petition at this meeting— 

 PE1408/II: Scottish Government Letter of 12 October 2016  
 PE1408/JJ: Petitioner Letter of 14 November 2016  

All previous written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the 

petition webpage.  

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE140820161012ScottishGovernmentLetterof12October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1408_JJ_Petitioner.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01408


PE01408: UPDATING PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA/VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY 
UNDERSTANDING AND TREATMENT 

Petitioner Mrs Andrea MacArthur 

Date 
Lodged 

17 October 2011 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
review and overhaul the current out-dated and ineffective method of 
diagnosing and treating Pernicious Anaemia/VitaminB12 Deficiency. 

 

Previous 
action 

1. Featuring in a major newspaper article in 2009. This raised 
awareness of the general symptoms and alerted many people to what 
may be wrong with them. It brought many personal responses and 
increased membership of the Pernicious Anaemia Society as a 
source of valuable information. www.pernicious-anaemia-society.org 
2. Contacting the Scottish Parliament through my MSP in 2009, 
achieving responses from a Speciality Advisor which confirmed what 
we know to be the present but flawed understanding of how best to 
diagnose and treat this condition. 
3. Adding my support to various e-Petitions at Westminster, lodged by 
the Pernicious Anaemia Society or members of it. 
4. Personally appearing in a professionally produced DVD by the 
Pernicious Anaemia Society this year and which makes clear the 
failings in the current diagnosis and treatment of this condition. 

 

Background 
information 

I submit this petition due to my personal experience of and concern at 
the major failings in the diagnosis and treatment of Pernicious 
Anaemia/Vitamin B12 Deficiency. This condition is no longer a simple 
result of patients having gastric antibodies which prevent them being 
able to absorb VitB12 from their food or having a diet which excludes 
the foods which contain it. 

There appear to be other reasons for an occult deficiency, many of 
which do not result in a depleted serum level.  'Occult' deficiency 
refers to the dictionary's description: 

Medicine (of a disease or process) not accompanied by readily 
discernible signs or symptoms. 
There are many cases of patients having experienced long-term, 
serious and permanent damage to their health, typical of that 
associated with untreated Pernicious Anaemia (PA), but they do not 
necessarily have any of the haematological markers, such as a low 
serum B12 level, macrocytosis (enlarged red blood cells) or gastric 
antibodies to the stomach's parietal cells or the Intrinsic Factor they 
produce and which are crucial for the absorption of B12. 



Other possible known reasons for a hidden deficiency are: 

1. A problem with transcobalamin (a carrier protein to which B12 
needs to bind). 
2. A methylation cycle defect where B12 interacts with other 
substances which enables it to be metabolised. 
3. Treating a folate deficiency without first identifying a coexisting B12 
deficiency. This may correct the haematological signs of macrocytosis 
(ie - bring their MCV level back within a normal range) and will mask 
the B12 deficiency allowing it to remain hidden in the background and 
continue to cause neurological damage. 
4. There are also quite a few patients for whom it is never known why 
they need a considerable level of B12.  I am one such case but have 
now identified a probable reason as being mercury poisoning from the 
high number of dental amalgam fillings I had from a child. There are 
many patients who have received diagnoses of Fibromyalgia, Chronic 
Fatigue Syndrome or ME, however, since there is no option to test for 
environmental toxicity within the NHS, only those who can afford to 
pay privately are in a position to have this possibility explored. This is 
the route that I have had to go down. 

An undiagnosed B12 deficiency over many years causes devastating 
health problems, many of them permanent, and the patient is often 
unable to hold down employment yet is unable to receive any 
assistance as they don't have a diagnosis of any condition. Despite 
serious permanent damage to my own health, my serum B12 level 
was still well within the normal range and this is one of the major 
concerns with the current diagnostic tests. I responded immediately 
and spectacularly to VitB12 injections but have continued to need 
them extremely frequently (3 a week) rather than the 3-monthly 
frequency to which most patients are restricted, regardless of whether 
it is controlling their symptoms. 

I was already off to a good start in that I have excellent GPs, one of 
whom saw me before I began to deteriorate and who believed what I 
was telling him and had at least some documented and visual 
evidence of my decline. I have never been diagnosed with PA and no 
longer even believe that is what I have, however, I came across the 
term 'Pernicious Anaemia' by chance while browsing the internet and, 
purely out of curiosity, looked to see what it was. It was the 
recognition that I had almost every one of the advanced symptoms of 
it that I approached my doctor and asked if I'd ever been tested for it. 
Incredibly, and after 13 years of seeing various specialists, I hadn't 
ever been tested. However, since my serum B12 was still within the 
normal range even after all that time, it would probably have been 
dismissed as a reason and that is what I am trying to get over to the 
medical profession that patients are slipping through the net due to 
the unreliability of the test. Although I have said that I don't now 
believe I have PA, there is no doubt that the treatment I was given 
saved me from what I expect would have been death within the next 



few months. It literally saved my life and bought me time to search for 
the true reason for my excessive need for B12 and folic acid. 

I explained to my doctor why I was asking about B12 deficiency and it 
was agreed that it was reasonable to test me for it and, by the time 
the result was received, I had already discovered from my own 
research that a result which fell within the 'normal' range did not 
necessarily mean I did not have the condition. Since my doctor saw I 
had all the advanced symptoms, he was happy to let me try B12 
injections but this is not at all typical of the vast majority of members 
who relate their stories on the PA Society website forum. There are 
even quite a few who have tested as being deficient yet are still 
denied injections as they don't have antibodies or their doctors think 
they "are not very deficient". 

Again, although my response to the treatment was dramatic, it was 
very short-lived and I could not last more than a couple of days before 
the return of major symptoms. I admit I was a challenge to my doctors 
but they rose to the occasion and, I presume, after checking out for 
themselves the safety of such a high level of treatment, they allowed 
me to remain on it. My very frequent need of B12 may sound like an 
exception but, sadly, it is not. I read stories all the time of others 
struggling on the standard treatment but not being allowed whatever 
level of B12 keeps them stable. In essence, most doctors are basing 
all their clinical decisions on an out dated and unreliable test. Those 
who have their treatment decided on the results of this test, rather 
than their symptoms, are left with the options of either continuing to 
deteriorate or seek other ways of obtaining treatment. Quite a few of 
them consult private clinics or buy their own supplies from the internet 
or mainland Europe (where it is freely available in pharmacies) and 
learn how to self-inject. 

Where I am also an exception is in having doctors who treat me as an 
individual and I have so far come across maybe only two other people 
in the UK whose doctors treated them symptomatically. This is 
despite the British National Formulary (section 9.1.2) making 
provision for those with neurological symptoms to be given an 
injection on alternate days until they gain as much improvement as is 
possible. This can take years and, I presume, has to also mean that 
they are not then allowed to deteriorate again by having their injection 
frequency reduced to a level which is insufficient for that individual 
person. 

I have been extremely fortunate to have a doctor who listened to and 
believed me, allowing me trial injections despite a ‘normal’ serum 
level and, once confident of the safety of this, agreed to let me have 
whatever amount keeps me stable and this is another area which is 
fraught with problems.  I am an exception. Doctors are simply not 
believing their patients, either those that have been diagnosed with 
PA or those presenting with symptoms that B12 helps them at all or 



that that they need more frequent injections than are currently offered. 
Rather, most patients are at some point offered anti-depressant 
medicine which is not appropriate, is more costly and does not 
address or halt the worsening symptoms and damage that the patient 
is experiencing. 

I would say that, in almost every case, the reason why doctors 
routinely offer anti-depressants is because no other reason can be 
found for the patient’s symptoms and that doctors underestimate the 
diverse range of seemingly unrelated symptoms and damage which 
this condition causes. It is known that both B12 and folate deficiencies 
can cause a form of depression but it is usually resolved as soon as 
the deficiencies are effectively addressed. For this reason, anti-
depressants will not have any effect on the physical, emotional or 
psychological symptoms of vitamin B12 deficiency. 

We, as in members of the Pernicious Anaemia Society as well as the 
society itself, cannot understand why the Health Service is so 
reluctant to prescribe this treatment which is extremely safe, very 
cost-effective (each ampoule costs the NHS just 50 pence!) and is 
much safer than giving the patient other types of serious medication 
and investigations to simply try to manage their symptoms rather than 
address them and prevent further damage. 

This is not a condition which is affecting just a handful of patients in 
Scotland. For example, and taken from the Scottish Government’s 
own prescribing data for 2011, around 109,000 patients were 
identified as having Pernicious Anaemia and it cost the NHS in 
Scotland over £800,000 to treat them. Astonishingly, half of that cost 
was spent treating just 9% of the patients concerned and, worse still, 
this was using the least effective form of treatment available, oral 
Cyanocobalamin tablets. 

The reason why patients should be given injections is because they 
are unable to absorb their B12 in the stomach or intestinal tract.  It is 
claimed that perhaps 1% of these tablets may be absorbed through 
passive diffusion but, in reality, they are completely ineffective and will 
not manage an actual B12 deficiency, unless it is solely due to a 
dietary lack, as in veganism. However, taking these tablets will 
elevate the serum level resulting in the doctor assuming all is well. 
Some (but not all) patients get a degree of benefit from high-strength 
Methylcobalamin sublingual tablets but these are not available on the 
NHS and are still nowhere near as effective as an injection. 

Added to this is the fact that many patients are not included in these 
figures as they never get the length of having their deficiency 
identified and, for those who do, it is not necessarily recorded as PA, 
particularly if no gastric antibodies are present, and so these official 
figures are only the tip of the iceberg. Then there are those who are 
denied treatment and whose only option is to buy their own supplies 



from abroad, either by internet from Germany or Australia, or in 
person in several mainland European countries where it is freely 
available without prescription from any pharmacy. They then self-
inject, often without any instruction or guidance. A few have even 
resorted to asking for help at a Drug-Abuse Centre for 
needles/syringes and tuition in self-injection. 

In summary, the following changes have to be introduced: 

1. Doctors need to be made aware of the most common set of 
symptoms experienced and be able to think of B12 deficiency as one 
of the first options to explore. This is often the last thing to be 
checked, if it is checked at all. 
2. The diagnostic tests need to be overhauled and more reliable 
forms of testing used. This would include adopting a new Active-B12 
Test (Axis-Shield Diagnostics) which has now recently been made 
available at a private clinic in the London Area. The existing options to 
test Homocysteine and Methylmalonic Acid (MMA) levels should also 
be routinely used. At the moment, these tests are rarely used. 
3. Some patients show no haematological signs of a deficiency but 
have all the advanced symptoms of one and any patient in this 
position should automatically be offered trial injections, regardless of 
apparently ‘normal’ blood test results. (In my own case, there is 
virtually no other doctor who would have even considered treating me 
due to all the above tests showing normal results). 
4. Other important levels should be checked and addressed where 
necessary, particularly folate and ferritin, and other coexisting 
conditions considered, such as hypothyroidism and adrenal 
insufficiency, which are very common. At the moment, most doctors 
are unaware of the importance of particularly folate, and are 
misinterpreting the British National Formulary guidance which warns 
against giving folic acid without first checking B12 status. Despite the 
presence of a folate deficiency, some doctors are wrongly withholding 
folic acid supplementation until the patient has had their initial course 
of aggressive B12 treatment and thereby vastly reducing the 
effectiveness of the injections which cannot be absorbed without 
sufficient folate. This usually leaves the patient in an even worse state 
of health leading the doctor to assume the injections are not helping 
and even in cases withdrawing them. 
5. Each patient should be treated symptomatically as each responds 
differently to the condition and its treatment, as is true of every 
condition.  Those who need much more frequent treatment to keep 
stable should be given it and the option of being shown how to self-
inject which frees up surgery time and resources and is much more 
convenient for the patient. 

I urge the Scottish Parliament to listen to what patients are telling you 
and work with them, and groups such as the Pernicious Anaemia 
Society, to make the management of this condition more efficient, 
effective and cost-effective. This can only be in everyone’s interests 



both from a health perspective and in savings on the NHS budget. 
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Public Petitions Committee 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5)  

Thursday 8 December 2016 

PE1463: Effective thyroid and adrenal testing, diagnosis and treatment 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Sandra Whyte, Marian Dyer and Lorraine Cleaver 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
take action to ensure GPs and endocrinologists are able to accurately 
diagnose thyroid and adrenal disorders and provide the most 
appropriate treatment. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01463  

Introduction 

1. The Committee considered this petition on 29 September 2016. At that 
meeting, it agreed to ask SPICe to prepare a briefing and agreed to consider 
its approach to the petition at a future meeting. The Committee considered its 
work programme on 10 November 2016 and has a copy of the SPICe briefing.  

2. The Committee is invited to agree what action it wishes to take.  

Committee consideration  

3. At its meeting on 29 September 2016, Elaine Smith MSP suggested that the 
Committee may wish to conduct a mini inquiry on the petition.  

4. The Committee agreed to ask SPICe to prepare an updated briefing on the 
petition to summarise its consideration to date. It was also agreed that the 
Committee would consider its approach to the petition at a future meeting. 

5. The SPICe briefing outlines the Committee’s consideration of the petition to 
date. The briefing has identified the key issues and suggested areas where 
the Committee could make possible conclusions and recommendations. 

6. The Committee considered the suggestion from Elaine Smith MSP as part of 
its work programme at its meeting on 10 November 2016. 

Conclusion 

7. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 
include— 

 prepare a report on the petition and to seek time in the Chamber to 
debate the report; 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01463
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
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 To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 

Clerk to the Committee 



PE01463: EFFECTIVE THYROID AND ADRENAL TESTING, DIAGNOSIS & 
TREATMENT 

Petitioner Sandra Whyte, Marian Dyer and Lorraine Cleaver 

Date 
Lodged 

19 December 2012 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
take action to ensure GPs and endocrinologists are able to accurately 
diagnose thyroid and adrenal disorders and provide the most 
appropriate treatment. 

Previous 
action 

Elaine Smith MSP 17/11/2010 Patient Rights (Scotland) Bill: Stage 1. 
During this debate Elaine quotes: 

'Dr Anthony Toft, a world-renowned and highly respected Scottish 
endocrinologist, believes that it is of prime importance that GPs 
consider how patients present, rather than simply accepting the 
results of blood tests. He suggests that doctors should take a whole-
picture approach that takes into consideration all the patient's 
symptoms and does not rely totally on tests. That is important in the 
case of a lack of T3. In such a circumstance, the tests show that the 
T4 is fine, and the GP will insist that there is nothing wrong with the 
patient's thyroid function when, in fact, they are gravely ill and is 
getting progressively worse'. 

Because Dr Toft’s opinion supported our argument, it prompted us to 
contact Elaine Smith MSP to arrange a meeting which took place 
27/03/2012. Elaine Smith MSP mentioned that she will focus on the 
thyroid disorders within the Patients’ Rights Bill. 

Scottish Parliament Meeting 27/03/2012 Sandra Whyte met with 
Elaine Smith MSP. Representatives from Thyroid Patient Advocacy, 
invited by the petitioners, were in attendance. Margaret McGregor 
(Thyroid UK) and Brian Cooney were also present. Sandra suggested 
that this lack of acknowledgement, testing and treatment regarding 
the T4-T3 conversion problem by medical professionals is against our 
Human Rights. Elaine asked Brian Cooney to investigate. Elaine 
made it clear she wanted to take this debate further and suggested 
we have a further meeting. She also suggested we submit a petition. 
Sandra agreed to do this as she and Marian had already instigated 
action on this subject in Scotland. 

To highlight that this is not just a Scottish problem, we contacted 
‘Thyroid Change’ a World Movement to effect positive change in the 
outdated, ineffective and, frequently, dangerous adherence to the T4-
only policy. It has members from 125 different countries and they fully 
support and endorse this petition. 



2/8/12 Meeting with James Dornan MSP’s assistant. Lorraine 
Cleaver met with Stewart McDonald to discuss the problems thyroid 
patients have obtaining appropriate medication and was advised to 
submit a petition to the Scottish Parliament. 

 

Background 
information 

This Petition from Sandra Whyte, Marian Dyer and Lorraine Cleaver 
(Scottish residents) is informed by our personal traumatic experiences 
of thyroid/adrenal debilitating disease.  Many erroneous diagnoses 
were explored spanning decades which left us homeless, jobless, 
penniless and close to death. 

The current T4-only treatment, prescribed by the General Medical 
Council (GMC), is inadequate for patients who do not convert T4 to 
the active T3.   This must be rectified urgently 

1. We ask for the inclusion of tests for Free T3 (FT3) and Reverse 
T3 (RT3) thyroid hormones, as these are the strongest indicators 
of cellular thyroid levels.  

Free T4 must convert to FT3 for the body to have energy (active 
metabolism). RT3 causes energy depletion by blocking the active FT3 
from getting into the cells. 

2. We ask for medical professionals to acknowledge that adrenal 
insufficiency DOES exist and to incorporate The Adrenal Stress 
Index Test within NHS thyroid testing procedures. 

The adrenals, which sit atop the kidney, are important for cortisol 
production and become exhausted trying to compensate the fatigued 
body for the lack of thyroid hormones. They release cortisol as a 
means to deal with stress in the body until they, too, become 
underactive ... if your adrenals are low, the thyroid hormone cannot 
‘get into the cells’. Your cortisol has to be at a certain "level" to allow 
the thyroid hormone to do its job. If not, it will adversely affect the T4-
T3 conversion. Severe ill health follows and, yet again, the 
endocrinologists refuse to recognise adrenal insufficiency. 

3. We ask for medical professionals to take account of variances 
in individual bio-chemistry and tailor treatment accordingly. 
Treatment may consist of: T4 only; T4/T3; T3 only or natural 
desiccated thyroid – or whatever combination to suit the 
individual patient. They must also provide appropriate support 
for adrenal insufficiency. 

4. We ask for NHS procedures to include testing of autoimmune 
status, minerals, enzyme, and vitamins.  The ‘active B12’ 
(methylcobalamin) is more effective than the current injection of 
hydroxocobalamin.  Most Scots are vitamin D deficient, and 



must have high level replacement. 

Supporting Studies 

In 1997, endocrinologists attempted to correlate the classic symptoms 
and physical findings associated with hypothyroidism with modern 
thyroid blood tests. This was the first study in almost 30 years in 
which doctors made any effort to demonstrate the clinical efficacy of 
thyroid function tests. The results were published in the Journal of 
Clinical Endocrinology. 

“It is of special interest that some patients with severe biochemical 
hypothyroidism had only mild clinical signs, whereas other patients 
with minor biochemical changes had quite severe clinical 
manifestations. Thus, we assume that tissue hypothyroidism at the 
peripheral target organs must be different in an individual patient. 
Therefore, the clinical score can give a valuable estimate of the 
individual severity of metabolic hypothyroidism. JCEM. 1997; 
82(3)771-776 

A May 2000 paper: Thyroid Function Tests – Time for a 
reassessment  BMJ 2000 May 13; 320 (7245): 1332-
1334  concluded ‘as it becomes clear that biochemical assessments 
cannot deliver the diagnostic accuracy expected of them, the fact that 
the clinical aspects of assessing thyroid dysfunction are being 
sidelined is a cause for concern.’ Doctors are supposed to use this 
TSH test as just one indication and a tool towards diagnosis and yet 
they are using it as a sole indicator. If the TSH falls within their 
accepted, though hotly disputed, range, the patient is generally told 
the thyroid is fine and sent away to suffer. 

A paper published in the BMJ 2003. Serum thyroid stimulating 
hormone in assessment of severity of tissue hypothyroidism in 
patients with overt primary thyroid failure: cross sectional 
survey. 

Comment: TSH is a poor measure for estimating the clinical and 
metabolic severity of primary overt thyroid failure. This is in sharp 
contrast to the high diagnostic accuracy of TSH measurement for 
early diagnosis of hypothyroidism. 

We found no correlations between the different parameters of target 
tissues and serum TSH. Our findings are in accordance with a cross 
sectional study showing only a modest correlation between TSH and 
the percentage of positive hypothyroid symptoms and data showing 
discordant responses between the pituitary and peripheral target 
tissues in patients treated with L-triiodothyronine. We assume that 
secretion of TSH is driven by maximal stimulation, with no further 
increase occurring with greater severity of hypothyroidism. Therefore, 
the biological effects of thyroid hormones at the peripheral tissues—



and not TSH concentrations—reflect the clinical severity of 
hypothyroidism. A judicious initiation of thyroxine treatment should be 
guided by clinical and metabolic presentation and thyroid hormone 
concentrations (free thyroxine) and not by serum TSH concentrations. 
(BMJ. 2003;326.7384.311) 

Swedish Study says 70% patients are not symptom free on T4 
only. March 2011 

http://www.sourze.se/Forskare_ser_omvandlingsproblem_med_Levax
in_10742982.asp 

The Royal College of Physicians (RCP) and the British Thyroid 
Association (BTA) offer different definitions of hypothyroidism. 

The BTA states “The clinical consequences of insufficient levels of 
thyroid in the body”. 

The RCP states “The clinical consequences of insufficient secretion 
by the thyroid gland”. 

The RCP also state “Patients with continuing symptoms after 
appropriate thyroxine treatment should be further investigated to 
diagnose and treat the cause”. 

The above statements show an acknowledgment that there can be 
more than a thyroid gland secretion problem. Patients who are 
treated with thyroxine and who have continuing symptoms may 
have a T4 to T3 conversion problem and should have the 
appropriate  tests to see if all the right hormones are being 
transported to the cells in the body to provide energy. As thyroxine 
is not the appropriate medication for non-converters, a full metabolic 
screening test should be carried out before thyroxine is administered. 
 
As for the decades-long diagnostic debate, a 2000 Scottish study, 
titled Thyroid function tests – time for a re-assessment concluded: 
‘A remarkable downgrading of the clinical aspects of hypothyroidism 
and hyperthyroidism has paralleled the inexorable increase in the 
number of thyroid function tests performed over the past 20 years. 
This has led to chaos in the diagnosis of hypothyroidism.’  BMJ 2000 
May 13: 320 (7245): 1332-1334 

As recently as November 2012, another clinical study, Is Pituitary 
Thyrotropin an Adequate Measure of Thyroid Hormone-
Controlled Homeostasis During Thyroxine Treatment? Concluded 
… T4 treatment displays a compensatory adaptation, but does not 
completely re-enact normal euthyroid physiology. This invites a study 
of the clinical consequences of this disparity.’ PMID 23184912 

Scotland’s heart disease problem is also implicated in bad thyroid 



diagnostics. This study, Subclinical Hypothyroidism and the risk of 
coronary heart disease and mortality concluded that ‘subclinical 
hypothyroidism is associated with an increased risk of coronary heart 
disease events and mortality in those with a higher TSH levels’. PMID 
20858880 [PUBMED -  indexed for medline] 

Metabolic screening tests are already available internationally. As we 
have ‘state of the art’ medical research and development facilities in 
Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, these tests could be done here in 
Scotland. Also in Dundee, Axis Shield’s Active B12 test has the 
potential to make Scotland a world-leader in the diagnoses and 
resolution of these metabolic imbalances. Not only would we have a 
much healthier population but we could save a fortune by dispensing 
with outdated, inadequate and, usually, inappropriate testing. 
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 
 

Thursday 8 December 2016 
 

PE1581 Save Scotland's School Libraries 
 

Note by the Clerk 
 

Petitioner Duncan Wright on behalf of Save Scotland’s School Libraries 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
set out a new national strategy for school libraries which recognises 
the vital role of high quality school libraries in supporting pupils’ 
literacy and research skills. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/SaveScotlandsSc
hoolLibraries 

Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to provide an update since the petition was last 
considered by the Committee on 29 September 2016.  
 

2. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write to the Scottish Government and 
the Scottish Library and Information Council (SLIC). Responses have been 
received and the Committee will be invited to consider what action to take on the 
petition. 

 
Submissions received 
 
3. The Scottish Government, in its response on 28 October 2016, acknowledged 

the “important role school libraries play in supporting reading attainment, 
enhancing information literacy skills and improving access to knowledge for all 
learners” and noted that the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 “enables local 
authorities to make such arrangements as they consider necessary for the 
management of a library service provided by them…”.  

 
4. Within its response the Scottish Government identified a number of requirements 

and other factors that local authorities should take account of when discharging 
their functions. These include— 

 

 recruitment and deployment of school library staff 

 local needs, and maximising the benefits of local resources 

 the need for school libraries to adapt to meet the needs of their users 

 considering the role of school libraries within wider improvement plans and 
strategies at local and school level (for example, the National Strategy for 
Public Libraries, developed by SLIC and published in June 2015). 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/SaveScotlandsSchoolLibraries
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/SaveScotlandsSchoolLibraries
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE158120161028ScottishGovernmentletterof28October2016.pdf
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5. In terms of the action called for in the petition, the Scottish Government did not 
believe that it would “necessarily be most appropriate for [Scottish Ministers] to 
lead on the development of a national strategy for school libraries, akin to SLIC’s 
strategy for public libraries” but that it would be “happy to be involved in any such 
work which was to be progressed by others and would be interested to hear the 
views of COSLA, ADES and SLIC in this regard”.  

 
6. The Session 4 Committee previously received correspondence from ADES and 

COSLA.1 
 

7. The SLIC, in its response dated 28 October 2016, referred to the research it 
commissioned by Robert Gordon University in 2013 on the Impact of School 
Libraries on Learning, and noted that the report found that school libraries impact 
on— 

 higher test or exam scores equating to academic attainment 

 successful curriculum or learning outcomes, including information literacy 

 positive attitudes towards learning. 

8. It considered that the report “evidences a direct correlation between embedding 
best practice in the school library environment and the positive effect on 
outcomes and impact”, and supported the evidence that contributing factors in 
best practice include— 

 a qualified, full-time librarian, who is proactive and has managerial status 

 a library that supports physical and virtual access to resources in the 
library, classrooms and at home, during school hours and beyond 

 collaboration with teaching colleagues, senior management, librarian 
colleagues and outside agencies, including library services, to ensure the 
most appropriate services are delivered in support of learning. 

9. The SLIC “continues to work with school library managers and key practitioners 
to ensure library outcomes are embedded in the whole school self-evaluation 
framework”, with a view to meeting the best practice principles identified in the 
Robert Gordon University report. 

10. While not offering a direct view on the national strategy for school libraries, 
called for in the petition, the SLIC highlighted a number of existing strategies and 
programmes that are in place to “ensure that children and young people have 
equal access to materials in their local community”, including Ambition and 
Opportunity: a National Strategy for Public Libraries in Scotland; Bookbug; Play 
Talk Read, and Read Write Count.  

11. It considered that “no better example brings this to life than … the First Minister’s 
Reading Challenge where the local school and the public library partnership 
ensures all pupils have equal access to the reading materials they need to take 
part [in the Challenge]”. 

 

                                                 
1
 ADES letter of 30 January 2016 and COSLA letter of 12 February 2016. 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE158120161028ScottishLibraryandInformationCouncilletterof28October2016.pdf
http://scottishlibraries.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/SLIC_RGU_Impact_of_School_Libraries_2013.pdf
http://scottishlibraries.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/SLIC_RGU_Impact_of_School_Libraries_2013.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_PublicPetitionsCommittee/General%20Documents/20160130_PE1581_M_ADES.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_PublicPetitionsCommittee/General%20Documents/20160212_PE1581_N_COSLA.pdf
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Parliamentary questions 
 
12. The First Minister’s Reading Challenge has been raised in written questions 

which are due for answer in the week commencing 5 December 2016.2 
 
Action 
 
13. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take on the petition.    

Options include: 
 

 to refer the petition to the Education and Skills Committee to consider the 
matter in the wider context of education funding and provision 

 to write to COSLA and the Association of Directors of Education in Scotland, 
in light of the Scottish Government’s response 

 to take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 
 

 
  

                                                 
2
 S5W-04880; S5W-04881; S5W-04882; S5W-04883 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04880&DateTo=11/22/2016%2011:59:59%20PM&SortBy=DateSubmitted&Answers=All&SearchFor=All&ResultsPerPage=10
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04881&ResultsPerPage=10
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04882&ResultsPerPage=10
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-04883&DateTo=11/22/2016%2011:59:59%20PM&SortBy=DateSubmitted&Answers=All&SearchFor=All&ResultsPerPage=10
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Annexe of written submissions –  
 
The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting— 
 

 PE1581/T: Scottish Government Letter of 28 October 2016 (71KB pdf) 

 PE1581/U: Scottish Library and Information Council Letter of 28 October 2016 
(98KB pdf) 

 
All previous written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the 
petition webpage.  
 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE158120161028ScottishGovernmentletterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE158120161028ScottishLibraryandInformationCouncilletterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE158120161028ScottishLibraryandInformationCouncilletterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/SaveScotlandsSchoolLibraries


PE1581: SAVE SCOTLAND'S SCHOOL LIBRARIES 

Petitioner Duncan Wright 
 

Date 
Lodged 
 

16 October 2016 

Petition 
Summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to set out a new national strategy for school libraries which 
recognises the vital role of high quality school libraries in supporting 
pupils’ literacy and research skills. 
 

Previous 
Action 

We have been actively campaigning for action for a number of years 

• In February 2011 a protest was held outside the Scottish 
Parliament to raise awareness of the issue. Protestors spoke with 
elected representatives Gordon MacDonald, Alison Johnstone, Iain 
Gray and Marco Biaigi at the protest. 

• Following the protest a letter highlighting concerns was sent to the 
then First Minister Alex Salmond. 

• Subsequently since then the professional body for Librarians in 
Scotland, the Chartered Institute of Library and Information 
Professionals Scotland (CILIPS), has formally responded to various 
local authorities who have proposed, and subsequently cut services. 

• Individuals have also engaged with local authority consultations but 
have often found their responses have been ignored. For example in 
East Renfrewshire in the spring of 2015 the proposal to cut the 
number of school librarians received the highest number of 
responses and yet the proposal was not dropped. 

• CILIPS produced School Librarianship: An Advocacy Strategy, 
highlighting the positive contribution school libraries and school 
librarians make in supporting the curricular and developmental needs 
of young people. This was distributed to every school in Scotland 
and to Education Scotland and other Education leaders. 

• During our campaigning many colleagues have met with local 
councillors and elected representatives to discuss the issue. 

• A Facebook page has been created to highlight the issue. This 
currently has over 900 likes. 

• We work very closely with both CILIPS and the School Library 
Association (Scotland) to advocate the importance of school libraries 
and school librarians. 

 



Background 
Information 

We firmly believe that school libraries are unique in their ability to 
support teaching and learning and should be the central resource of 
every school, open every day and staffed by a professionally trained 
librarian. We believe that all learners should have equal access to a 
qualified school librarian. 

As a result of recent cuts young people in Scotland are now subject 
to a postcode lottery in regards to the level of school library service 
they receive. As a consequence pupils in Scotland’s schools are 
suffering educational inequality.  The continuation of these cuts is 
very likely to lead to a drop in literacy rates and a widening of the 
attainment gap, which runs counter to Scottish Government policy. 

Recent research from the Robert Gordon University entitled Impact 
of School Libraries on Learning highlighted a considerable body of 
international evidence showing that school libraries impact on: 

• Higher test or exam scores equating to academic attainment: this 
includes academic attainment in the form of higher standardised test 
scores in reading, language arts, history and maths, and better 
grades in curriculum assignments or exams; 

• Successful curriculum or learning outcomes, including information 
literacy: this includes higher quality project work, the development 
and practice of information literacy, increased knowledge and 
reading development 

• Positive attitudes towards learning: including increased motivation, 
improved attitude towards learning tasks, self-esteem, and wider 
reading for pleasure. 

In addition, the evidence clearly identifies the elements of the library 
which contribute to the impact on learning: 

• A qualified, full-time librarian, who is proactive and has managerial 
status; 

• A library that supports physical and virtual access to resources in 
the library, classrooms and at home, during school hours and 
beyond; 

• An adequate physical and virtual collection that is current, diverse 
and supports the curriculum as well as appealing to students’ leisure 
needs;  

• Collaboration with teaching colleagues, senior management, 
librarian colleagues and outside agencies, including central schools 
library services, to ensure the most appropriate services are 
delivered in support of learning. 

School librarians and school library services also have a direct 



contribution to  reducing the attainment gap and offering equality to 
all by: 

• Raising standards of educational attainment in the core skill of 
literacy through their expertise and knowledge in reading for 
enjoyment and information literacy; 

• Offering a vibrant, safe and educational environment for all pupils in 
the school library and opportunities for all pupils to develop 
responsibilities of citizenship; 

• Supporting pupils develop skills for life.Further evidence to support 
these claims can be found in two reports published in the Spring of 
2015  Firstly the Standing Literacy Commission (SLC) published their 
final report on the Scottish Government’s Literacy Action Plan.  The 
aim of the SLC report was to capture the impact of work undertaken 
across different sectors who have a direct influence on supporting 
literacy.  The following quote is taken directly from the SLC final 
report, 

“…schools with school libraries and librarians achieved higher exam 
scores, leading to higher academic attainment; higher quality project 
work; successful curriculum and learning outcomes; more positive 
attitudes towards learning and increased motivation and self-esteem 
among pupils.”  

The vital role the school library can play was also highlighted in the 
3-18 Literacy and English Review. The following passage comes 
from a case study which looks at the role Liberton High School 
Library, Edinburgh plays in promoting a reading culture. 

“Where secondary schools have a librarian, s/he often plays a key 
role in the promotion of a reading culture and many run information 
literacy courses and support the development of research skills. 
Secondary schools could do more to develop an ethos where 
reading is valued beyond S3”. 

The Educational Institute of Scotland, the main Union representing 
teachers in Scotland, has also spoken out on the effect continued 
cuts may have to school literacy programmes. The EIS General 
Secretary said in November 2014: 

“This may seem like a soft target, but being a librarian is not just a 
question of stamping out books. They are graduate professionals 
and often the linchpins of school literacy programmes, which may 
grind to a halt when they are removed.”  

In 2015 the following authorities have proposed cuts to school library 
services: 



• East Renfrewshire 

• South Lanarkshire 

• North Lanarkshire 

• Falkirk Council 

Other proposals already approved include sharing librarians between 
schools in Glasgow, and replacing librarians in North Ayrshire, South 
Ayrshire and Fife with library assistants. Some schools, such as 
Dumfries Academy, have handed responsibility for libraries over to 
English teachers, and a number of councils have reduced librarians’ 
duties to term-time only. 

No research has been undertaken where services have been cut to 
evaluate any impact of literacy and learning and more councils are 
following suit in the desperate need to cut budgets.  It is noticeable 
however that these type of cuts have not been undertaken in the 
private sector, leading to further inequality and widening of the 
attainment gap. 

Where school library services are valued and completely integrated 
into the learning community, the school librarians’ unique skills 
impact greatly on all aspects of literacy, including reading for 
enjoyment and information literacy. This in turn contributes to raising 
attainment for all and developing the young workforce. 

“There is no-one better than our super-librarian at promoting reading 
skills across the entire school campus. She flies the flag for literacy 
in every corner of QVS.”  

Senior Depute Head, Queen Victoria School 
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 
 

Thursday 8 December 2016 
      

PE1600 Speed awareness courses 
 

Note by the Clerk 
 

 
Petitioner John Chapman 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to introduce speed awareness courses. 

Webpage http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01600  

  
Purpose 
 
1. The Committee last considered this petition at its meeting on 29 September 

2016. At that meeting the Committee agreed to write to the Lord Advocate. A 
response from the Lord Advocate has been received and the Committee is 
invited to consider what action it wishes to take. 
 

Correspondence 
 
2. In his response of 27 October 2016, the Lord Advocate indicates that— 

 he is willing to consider schemes that improve road safety by “positively 
influencing driver attitude and behaviour” 

 he has considered the results of research into speed awareness courses 
and “will be interested to consider the findings of the Department for 
Transport’s evaluation of speed awareness courses once that report is 
available”. The report is expected to be published next year 

 he has given authorisation for more detailed work to be undertaken on 
issues surrounding speed awareness courses and “will be happy to 
consider a detailed proposal in due course”. 

Action 
  
3. In previous correspondence, the Scottish Government indicated that the Road 

Safety Framework’s Strategic Partnership Board was scheduled to meet on 28 
September, at which it expected Police Scotland “to provide an update on the 
progress that they have made in identifying all the steps required to introduce 
speed awareness courses and provide a steer on any identified barriers to 
implementation. 

 
4. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include –  

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01600
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10557
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160020161027LordAdvocateLetterof27October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160020161027LordAdvocateLetterof27October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Petitions/PE160020160729TransportScotlandResponse.pdf


  

 To write to the Scottish Government seeking an update from its Strategic 
Partnership Board following its meeting of 28 September 

 

 To defer further consideration of the petition until the Department for 
Transport has reported on its three-year Speed Awareness Course 
evaluation, and to seek an indication from the Department for Transport 
of timescale for publication of the report 
 

 To take any other action it considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 
 



PE01600: Speed awareness courses 

Petitioner John Chapman 

Date 
Lodged 

6 February 2016 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
introduce speed awareness courses.  

 

Previous 
action 

I have approached my local MP about introducing speed awareness 
courses in Scotland. My local MP forwarded my concerns to the 
Scottish Government. The Scottish Government's reply noted that it is 
considering introducing speed awareness courses as part of its 
Framework to 2020. In this regard, it is liaising with its Road Safety 
Strategic Partnership Board (including Police Scotland and the Crown 
Office and Procurator Fiscal Service) and stated the introduction of 
any such speed awareness courses in Scotland would require a 
robust evidence base and the approval of the Lord Advocate, who 
would also decide how they would be used in practice. 

 

Background 
information 

Speed awareness courses were introduced in England in 2008 and 
have had a yearly uptake of over 300,000. These courses are 
available to people who have dropped their vigil on a rare occasion, 
rather than people who are habitually speeding and have accrued 
many points on their licence. Speed awareness courses are common 
practice for such people throughout the UK, including in Wales and 
Northern Ireland.  

Under UK law, drink-driving awareness courses are already available 
in Scotland for those who are found guilty of a drink-driving offence 
and receive a driving ban of twelve months or more. My 
understanding is that the Scottish Government has been considering 
the merits of introducing speed awareness courses for some time. 
Surely by now there is plenty of evidence-based information for the 
Scottish Government to pursue a thorough examination of the 
information and approve the introduction of this course to the benefit 
of the people of Scotland. 
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

8th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5), Thursday, 8 December 2016 
 

PE1604: Inquests for all deaths by suicide in Scotland 
 

Note by the Clerk 
 
Petitioner Catherine Matheson 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
expand the remit of the review into the arrangements for investigating 
the deaths of patients under Section 37 of the Mental Health (Care 
and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015 to include an inquest-type system 
for all deaths by suicide in Scotland; and to include both patients who 
were released from hospital or receiving care in the community under 
Compulsory Treatment Orders.  

Webpage www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/inquestsfordeathsbysui
cide  

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, which was last considered by the Committee at its 
meeting on 15 September 2016. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write 
to the Scottish Government, NHS Boards, the Scottish Association for Mental 
Health (SAMH) and the Scottish Patients Association. 

 
2. A list of written submissions received is provided as the annexe to this note and 

members have been provided with copies.The Committee is invited to consider 
what action it wishes to take. 

 
Committee consideration 
 
Scottish Government’s response 
3. The Minister for Mental Health’s submission dated 27 October 2016 noted that 

“Scotland already has a robust system for reviewing suicides…” and explained 
“involvement of families and carers in the review process is considered on a 
case by case basis taking into account what is known about the patient’s 
personal wishes”.  

  
4. The Committee asked the Scottish Government to comment on the existing 

guidance to health boards on protecting patient safety and investigating deaths 
with a view to improving procedures. The Minister for Public Health noted that a 
“range of guidance” on this is available to NHS boards. A copy of the guidance 
was not included in the response. 

  
5. The Minister also explained that Part 2 of the Health (Tobacco, Nicotine etc. 

and Care) (Scotland) Act 2016 provides a duty of candour for health boards, 
including a requirement to follow a procedure if a person dies during the course 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/inquestsfordeathsbysuicide
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/inquestsfordeathsbysuicide
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=10525&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161027ScottishGovernmentLetterof27October2016.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2016/14/part/2/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2016/14/part/2/enacted
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of being provided a health service. This procedure is to be specified in 
forthcoming regulations that will “require organisations to take action to meet 
with the affected person (or the person’s family or carer in the case of suicide) 
and provide support to them.” A timetable for bringing forward the regulations 
was not provided. According to Section 34 of the Act, these regulations will be 
subject to the negative procedure of the Scottish Parliament.1 

 
Releasing patients into the community under compulsory treatment orders 
6. NHS Boards noted that the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 

2003 requires that a care plan is in place for all patients who are subject to a 
Community Based Compulsory Treatment Order (CTO). The Care Programme 
Approach is also used where patients have multi-agency service requirements 
or have particularly complex needs. This is a coordinated case management 
approach involving all relevant individuals meeting regularly to discuss care and 
treatment. 

  
7. SAMH’s submission cited research, which found that during 2007-2014 there 

were 31 suicides of patients subject to a compulsory treatment order in the 
community in Scotland. Forty-two per cent of those individuals were not 
receiving care as intended despite compulsory treatment order powers. SAMH 
noted that “we would expect that frequent non-engagement with services while 
on a community CTO would lead to follow-up action”, but that this is not 
necessarily a sign of suicidal ideation.  

 
Extending the remit of the Section 37 Review 
8. Section 37 of the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015 

requires the Scottish Government to carry out a review of the arrangements for 
investigating the deaths of patients who, at the time of death, were detained in 
hospital by virtue of the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 
2003 or the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995, or admitted voluntarily to 
hospital for the purpose of receiving treatment for a mental disorder. 

  
9. The Minister for Public Health explained that the Scottish Government is 

currently “considering” the remit for the review under Section 37 of the Mental 
Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015. She explained that the 
Scottish Government has decided to extend the review beyond the statutory 
duty to include deaths by suicide where someone is on suspension of 
detention, following a recommendation from the Mental Welfare Commission.  

 
10. The Minister did not comment on whether she is minded to expand the review 

as called for by the petition to include an inquest-type system for all deaths by 
suicide in Scotland; and to include both patients who were released from 
hospital or receiving care in the community under Compulsory Treatment 
Orders. 

 
11. SAMH agreed with the Mental Welfare Commission’s recommendation but 

noted that for the reasons discussed during the Fatal Accident and Sudden 

                                                           
1
 Health (Tobacco, Nicotine etc. and Care) (Scotland) Act 2016, Section 34. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2016/14/section/34/enacted
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE0160420161014SAMHLetterof14October2016.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2015/9/section/37/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2015/9/section/37/enacted
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Deaths Bill debates, it is not persuaded that an inquest should take place for all 
deaths by suicide. 

  
12. NHS Lothian stated it would welcome an extension of the number of suicides 

that are reviewed. 
 

Appointment of independent chairs or panel members in NHS reviews  
13. The petitioner expressed concern in her submission that “there is no uniformity 

in how the review process is carried out to try to ensure objectivity”. In this 
regard, only some NHS boards explained that they would appoint an 
independent/external chair to a review process.  

 
14. For example, NHS Ayrshire and Arran appeared to suggest reviews were 

conducted by internal staff who are from outside the clinical team involved. 
NHS Highland NHS Forth Valley and Dumfries and Galloway on the other 
hand, explained that a panel would be chaired by an external person not 
employed by the Board. 

  
15. In this regard, NHS Tayside noted “internal reviews by NHS Boards could 

perhaps be made more objective by having colleagues from neighbouring 
Boards participating in the review processes.” 

 
Involvement of families or carers in NHS reviews 
16. The petitioner noted in her submission that she considers families should be 

involved closely in review meetings, stating that failure to do so: “…can lead to 
lack of accountability within the service and a very biased version of events 
being presented…once an ‘official’ version of events is documented, it 
becomes impossible to challenge that version.”   

 
17. NHS Highland explained in its submission that “some families have indicated 

that they would want to attend” the relevant review meetings. It noted: 
 

“This has been carefully considered by NHS Highland. In some instances, it 
might be possible for them to attend part of the Review. However, having 
examined how other Health Boards conduct their SAERs [Significant Adverse 
Event Review] or equivalent, and due to concern that the presence of grieving 
and distressed family members would limit the ability of the panel to critically 
analyse the case, it has been decided that family members would not be invited 
to such reviews routinely.” 

  
18. NHS Forth Valley echoed these concerns, noting: “The family are not invited to 

attend the actual review meeting. It is hoped that this will encourage staff to be 
more open and reflective about their practice, policies and procedures, without 
being defensive.” In this regard, NHS Tayside had concerns that the inquest 
system called for by the petition could result in defensive practice in clinical 
care with potentially negative consequences for patients. 

  
19. Other health authorities reported taking a different approach to involving 

families. Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire, for example, noted it 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161017NHSLothianLetterof17October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1604_P_Petitioner.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSAyrshireArranLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSHighlandLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161025NHSForthValleyLetterof25October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161028NHSDandGLetterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161020NHSTaysideLetterof20October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161014HealthandSocialCareNorthLanarkshireLetterof14October2016.pdf
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involves families by discussing the findings, learning points identified, action 
plan and next steps with them. It explained further: 

 
“We have also fed back to a number of families at a later stage regarding the 
progress of the action plans and any improvements that have been made as a 
result of these…We try to adopt a person centred approach to this and be 
guided by the families regarding what they feel is the best approach from 
them.”  

  
20. The petitioner highlighted NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s response as a positive 

example, noting the many ways it involves patient’s families or carers in the 
process. On the issue of review meetings, NHS Dumfries and Galloway noted it 
has “involved families at the actual review meeting in a minority of cases. 
These occasions have broadly been successful, and have been positive 
experiences for those involved”. It commented further: 

 
“It is our opinion that the current arrangement where families are involved in the 
process after the initial review meeting, with them being given the opportunity to 
highlight their concerns and modify the report is a method which works well. It 
balances a focus on quality improvement, with transparency and involvement of 
the families of those who have committed suicide. This approach appears to be 
well received within our service.” 

 
Timeframe for NHS reviews  
21. The petitioner noted in her submission that providing a timeframe in guidance 

would be beneficial for families or carers of patients. In this regard, she noted 
that it has taken four years for her to be provided with a copy of the report into 
the NHS’s review of her son’s case. This issue was not addressed by the 
respondents.  

 
Change to national policy or practice 
22. SAMH, NHS Tayside and North Ayrshire and Arran Health and Social Care 

Partnership and NHS Forth Valley stated expressly that they do not support the 
petition’s call to have an inquest for all deaths by suicide in Scotland.  

  
23. However, there was some support for particular aspects of the petition. NHS 

Lothian considered, for example, that more could be done to share learning 
across NHS boards:  

 
“We would really welcome a greater emphasis on the learning from reviews, 
and the need for learning to be disseminated widely throughout the Board 
areas as a focus at national level…This petition is timely in that it can…help 
form some of the direction around the next steps for the HIS team to look at 
expanding reviews and bringing together learning from reviews in order to 
inform across Board areas.” 

  
24. NHS Tayside was also supportive of measures to improve the objectivity of 

panels by having independent panel members.  
 

http://external.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSAyrshireArranLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://external.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSAyrshireArranLetterof11October2016.pdf
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25. Whilst not supportive of an inquest for all deaths by suicide, NHS Tayside 
explained that if an inquest system were to be introduced, it “...would need to 
be coupled with a further major national suicide prevention programme to 
support the transfer of learning into initiatives aimed at further reducing 
suicides”. The petitioner was supportive of this proposal in her submission.  

  
26. In this regard, the Scottish Government noted it is committed to continuing the 

downward trend in suicides, based on known and emerging evidence about 
factors which can be associated with suicide in its Suicide Prevention Strategy 
(2013-16). The Scottish Government is in the process of developing a new ten-
year mental health strategy, which will be published later this year. 

  
Conclusion 
 
27. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include –  
 

 To write to the Minister for Mental Health to ask: 
 
o Whether the Scottish Government will expand the terms of Section 37 of 

the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015 review in the 
way called for by the petitioner; 

 
o How the findings from the review into the arrangements for investigating 

the deaths of patients under Section 37 of the Mental Health (Care and 
Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015 will feed into national policy, including the 
Scottish Government’s new ten-year Mental Health Policy due to be 
published this year; and 

 
o The timetable for bringing forward the regulations in relation to Section 22 

of the Health (Tobacco, Nicotine etc. and Care) (Scotland) Act 2016 
regarding the procedure to follow on the duty of candour;  

 

 To write to Healthcare Improvement Scotland to ask: 
 
o What guidance is currently provided to NHS boards on how to review the 

death of a patient by suicide in the community; 
  

o Its views on the petitioner’s suggestions for improving guidance on 
requiring review panels to be led by independent persons and providing 
families with a timeframe for the review process;  

  
o Its views on how health authorities can share ways in which families have 

been successfully engaged with in the review process, including directly in 
review meetings; and 
 

o Whether it considers there would be value in the action called for by the 
petitioner to expand the remit of the review under Section 37 of the Mental 
Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015.  
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 To write to the Mental Welfare Commission seeking its view on the action 
called for by the petition;  

  

 To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 
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Annexe of written submissions –  
The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 

petition at this meeting— 

 PE1604/A: NHS Shetland Letter of 5 October 2016 (9KB pdf)  
 PE1604/B: NHS Ayrshire Arran Letter of 11 October 2016 (505KB pdf)  
 PE1604/C: NHS Highland Letter of 11 October 2016 (15KB pdf)  
 PE1604/D: NHS Western Isles Letter of 11 October 2016 (45KB pdf)  
 PE1604/E: NHS Orkney Letter of 13 October 2016 (85KB pdf)  
 PE1604/F: SAMH Letter of 14 October 2016 (287KB pdf)  
 PE1604/G: NHS Fife of 14 October 2016 (123KB pdf)  
 PE1604/H: Health and Social Care North Lanarkshire Letter of 14 October 

2016 (72KB pdf)  
 PE1604/I: NHS Grampian Letter of 13 October 2016 (112KB pdf)  
 PE1604/J: NHS Lothian Letter of 17 October 2016 (14KB pdf)  
 PE1604/K: NHS Tayside Letter of 20 October 2016 (98KB pdf)  
 PE1604/L: NHS Forth Valley Letter of 25 October 2016 (90KB pdf)  
 PE1604/M: Scottish Government Letter of 27 October 2016 (74KB pdf)  
 PE1604/N: NHS Dumfries and Galloway Letter of 28 October 2016 (88KB 

pdf)  
 PE1604/O: NHS Borders Letter of 31 October 2016 (71KB pdf)  
 PE1604/P: Petitioner Letter of 25 November 2016 (76KB pdf)  

All previous written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the 

petition webpage.  

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161005NHSShetlandLetterof5October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSAyrshireArranLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSHighlandLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161011NHSWesternIslesLetterof11October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161013NHSOrkneyLetterof13October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE0160420161014SAMHLetterof14October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161014NHSFifeLetterof14October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161014HealthandSocialCareNorthLanarkshireLetterof14October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161014HealthandSocialCareNorthLanarkshireLetterof14October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161014NHSGrampianLetterof13October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161017NHSLothianLetterof17October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161020NHSTaysideLetterof20October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161025NHSForthValleyLetterof25October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161027ScottishGovernmentLetterof27October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161028NHSDandGLetterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE160420161028NHSDandGLetterof28October2016.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1604_O_NHSBorders.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202016/PE1604_P_Petitioner.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/inquestsfordeathsbysuicide
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Date 
Lodged 

21 March 2016 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
expand the remit of the review into the arrangements for investigating 
the deaths of patients under Section 37 of the Mental Health (Care 
and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015 to include an inquest-type 
system for all deaths by suicide in Scotland; and to include both 
patients who were released from hospital or receiving care in the 
community under Compulsory Treatment Orders. 

 

Previous 
action 

I contacted my local MSP, Christian Allard, during the recent 
consideration of the Inquiries into Fatal Accidents and Sudden Deaths 
Bill to attempt to have my issue addressed through this process. 
Unfortunately my specific concerns were not addressed in the Bill as 
passed or, I feel, properly understood. With that result I am now 
taking forward this petition which was held back pending the outcome 
of the Bill. 

 

Background 
information 

Current situation 
 
There are approximately eight hundred deaths per year due to suicide 
in Scotland – two every day! - and many of these deaths occur in 
people who are under the care of mental health services, either in 
hospital or in the community. 
 
Under the present system, the Procurator Fiscal decides whether a 
Fatal Accident Inquiry should be held to establish the facts 
surrounding these deaths and to look at whether improvements 
should be made to systems or processes to try to prevent similar 
situations occurring in the future. This is a lengthy process, with 
relatives of the deceased often waiting for many years before a 
decision is even made about whether the suicide of their loved one 
will be the subject of a Fatal Accident Inquiry or not. This places an 
undue burden on the relatives of the deceased and can have a 
seriously detrimental impact on the already traumatic grief 
experienced by those who suffer from such a tragic loss. 
 
I have personal experience of the shortcomings of the current system, 
as I have been attempting to get NHS Tayside to make improvements 
to their services and systems since the death of my son by suicide in 
November, 2012. But NHS Tayside, it seems (despite being criticised 
by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman in 2013 for failings in 
their provision of care in the community and involvement of relatives 



in its review of an earlier death by suicide: 
www.spso.org.uk/investigation-reports/2013/april/tayside-nhs-board), 
is accountable to no-one for their actions. 
 
The NHS has not even carried out a full and accurate report, as they 
promised, on their final episode of care for my son, even though I 
have obtained and paid for the services of a solicitor and I have 
obtained an independent report, which found the NHS to be negligent 
in their care of my son. I have also been liaising with the Procurator 
Fiscal Service, for over three years now, but I seem to be no closer to 
reaching a decision on whether or not a Fatal Accident Inquiry will be 
held into his death when he was on release from hospital under the 
terms of a Compulsory Treatment Order and subject to continuing 
NHS care. 

Section 37 Review 
 
The Scottish Parliament did not include suicide (even for those 
detained in hospital or people receiving care under Compulsory 
Treatment Orders in the community) as mandatory for investigation 
by Fatal Accident Inquiry in the recently passed Inquiries into Fatal 
Accidents and Sudden Deaths etc. (Scotland) Act 2016. 

However, the Scottish Government will conduct a review of the 
arrangements for investigating the deaths of patients in hospital in 
accordance with the terms of Section 37 of the Mental Health (Care 
and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2015. I think the remit of this review 
should be expanded to include the terms called for by this petition. 

I believe there is a need for a separate inquest system for all suicides 
in Scotland, which should be led by an independent body and should 
incorporate a system of mandatory actions to be taken where failure 
of mental health care systems or individuals operating within these 
systems is established.  Relatives of the deceased should be able to 
participate in this process and should be kept fully informed of all 
proceedings and investigation results. An inquest system would also 
enable the facts to be fully reported and this would, perhaps, lead to 
an increase in suicide prevention and a more transparent, 
accountable system for dealing with these tragic losses. The need for 
this system and recommendations for how it could operate should 
therefore be incorporated into the forthcoming Section 37 review. 

I also believe it is imperative that the systems for investigating the 
suicide of patients who were either released from hospital, or 
receiving care in the community under Compulsory Treatment Orders, 
should be incorporated into the review. These patients are under the 
care of the NHS, which owes them a duty of care. It is important that 
this is properly investigated to ensure lessons are learned and better 
care is provided for patients in future. 
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